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Who is on Tomorrow's Ballot? 
Voting Guide to Picking the Best Philibuster 
by [Monica Elkinton I 
Election Day is next Tuesday, November 5. If it seems as 
though there's an election every year, it's because there 
1s. Presidential elections take place every four years, 
Congressional every two, and local officials are elected in 
the off years. 
must run in districts that are comprised of a totally or par-
tially altered constituency, and that's when it becomes 
confusing. 
Just to review, the legislptive branch of the feder-
al government consists of the two chambers of the U.S. 
Congress, the Senate and the House of Representatives. 
The term "Congress" is often used to refer only to the 
House of Representatives. Candidates running for 
Congress are running for the House of Representatives, 
not the Senate. The state legislature also has two houses; 
in New York, these are the State Senate and the Assembly. 
This year, the main focus for voters is the new 
d1stncts for Congress and the New York State Legislature. 
The population is divided into poiitical districts, and every 
ten years the Census Bureau counts the number of people 
in each. Te district in which voters reside corresponds to 
their representation; each official elected represents con-
stituents from a certain district, each of which has a num-
ber. As a voter, you don't really have to know what num-
ber district you're in, as long as you know who your repre-
sentatives are. The problem is that when the districts are 
redrawn, as they were this year, incumbent candidates 
Third parties are also an important element of 
the election process. In New York State, in addition to the 
Liberal and Conservative parties (which are not the same 
as the Democrats and Republicans), there are the Greens, 
Libertarians, the Right to Life party, the Independence 
party, and the Working Families party. The Socialist 
Workers Party has been dropped from the state ballot 
because it didn 't get enough votes last time, but they're 
still doing a write-in campaign. New this year is the 
Marijuana Reform party, whose symbol is a pot leaf. If 
you 're interested in any of these parties or their candi-
dates, please see the individual parties' websites. A com-
plete list of candidates for each office can be found on the 
NY State Board of Elections Website. 
The opinions below are the personal opinions of 
Monica Elkinton, and do not reflect those of the Observer 
or Bard College. I've been working with local voting and 
elections here at Bard since 1999. I serve on the 
Dutchess County and Red Hook Democratic Committees. 
I write and distribute a Local Voting Guide before every 
Bard election, and I'm also the Chair of the Student 
Judiciary Board. The candidates up for election on 
Tuesday are listed below. 
third term in office. He's known for 
comforting New Yorkers after last 
year's terrorist attacks, but before 
that he was a moderate republican 
involved in more than a few scan-
dals. He's encouraged the oli-
garchic control of the legislature, 
11 
participating routinely in closed-
. door meetings with legislative lead-
ership. Under his watch, the New 
York state budget has gotten deeper and deeper in trouble 
and debt. The New York Times, which reluctantly endorsed 
Pataki, said. "the third term could be the one when he finally 
sets things right." 
Carl McCall, Democrat 
(www.mccall02.com) 
•. McCall would be the first black gover-
;nor of New York. He's currently serv-
ing as Comptroller, something like the 
Viki Papadimitriou of the state, and 
has done a good job of keeping 
Pataki's huge budget in check. He's a 
former head of the NYC School Board, 
where he did some good things for edu-
cation. He's also strong on health care. McCall 's campaign, 
however. has not denied his support of the congressional res-
olution on Iraq and his plan to enforce the death penalty, 
both positions that I think are very important. 
Stanley Aronowitz, Green 
(www.stanleyaronowitz.com) 
He came to speak at Bard last 
Monday, October 21. He's a former 
labor organizer and teaches at the 
City University of New York. His 
ideas, while sometimes extreme, 
generally make sense. The peaceful 
ideas of dropping the Rockefeller 
drug laws, encouraging renewable 
energy so we could stop caring about 
Iraq, and aiding upstate farmers are 
mostly common sense for Bard students. 
Tom Golisano, Independence and Conservative Parties 
(www.golisano.com): 
Golisano has blatantly bought his 
way into the New York governor 
race. His whole campaign, like the 
recent one by John Corzine in New 
Jersey, is financed out of his own 
pocket. He's conservative, and will 
probably take votes away from 
Pataki, but is not endorsed by the 
Republican party. Because he has 
so much money, he's bought expen-
sive television ads and is very quickly gaining in the polls. 
He's spent tens of millions of dollars. It's kind of weird , 
because since no one gave him money, he can say he's free 
to do anything he wants, that he's not beholden to campaign 
contributors. But I think this is a disturbing trend: encourag-
ing only independently wealthy candidates. 
Candidates for Lt. Governor (vice gover-
nor) run separately from the governor candidates. 
They have no other duties except to fill in if some-
thing happens to the governor. I just usually vote 
for the candidate in the same party as the person I 
pick for governor. You can use the party websites 
to find out about the candidates for this office. 
(www.sweeneyforcongress.com) 
Sweeney's disposition 
matches his name. As 
far as I know, he's a 
weenie conservative 
Republican who votes 
the party line on every 
issue. He drove drunk 
two years ago, ran his 
car into a free, and 
weaseled out of the 
penalty. Although invit-
ed to Bard to defend 
himself, his campaign 
did not return our calls. 
It would take a lot for me to 
vote for this guy. 
Frank Stoppenbach, Democrat 
(www.frankcongress.com) 
Frank stopped by Bard last 
Thursday, October 24th, but 
fewer than ten students 
showed up to see him 
speak. Don't worry, you did-
n't miss anything. Besides · 
mumbling everything, he 
repeatedly talked about the 
seven years he spent in ~ ..llllli. , 
Japan and how we should do everything like the 
Japanese do it. He has a solar house, but that 
doesn't necessarily mean you should vote for him. 
My main problem is that I couldn't really see him 
being much of a leader in Wash ington, and I don't 
want to elect someone so soft-spoken to represent 
me. 
Margaret Lewis, Green 
(www.margaret4congress.org) 
Margaret was here with 
Stanley Aronowitz on 
October 21. She is a 
local grassroots activist, 
with a record of arrest 
for civil disobedience: 
Washington, DC for 
protesting the War in 
Afghanistan and Fort 
Benning, GA for protest-
ing the School of 
Americas, along with several other places. Her 
main issue, like many Greens this year, is peace 
for Iraq, but she supports all the main tenets of 
the Green party, including sustainable agriculture 
and renewable energy . 
Elliot Spitzer, Democrat, incumbent 
(www.spitzer2002.com) 
Spitzer has done great things for the state of New York, and 
for Bard College students in particular. Spitzer's office has 
actively and consistently supported students' right to vote 
here, has encouragingly kept track of how many students we 
register to vote each year, and has argued to judges on their 
behalf. As consumer protector, the job of the Attorney 
General is to sue companies that avoid the law, and Spitzer 
has aggressively done so. He included New York in the suit 
against Microsoft, and took note of faulty financial schemes 
in telecom companies like WorldCom and investment firms 
like Merrill-Lynch before they gained national attention. He 
makes a habrt of enforcing environmental laws. In my opin-
ion, there's no one else in this race. 
Dora Irizarry, Republ ica 
(www.judgeirizarry.com) 
Judge Irizarry was born in Puerto Rico, and currently serves 
as the first Hispanic woman appointed as her kind of judge 
in NYC. She's also the first Hispanic woman to seek 
statewide office in New York, but that doesn't mean you 
should vote for her. Her campaign website shows no posi-
tions on issues. 
(www.senatorsaland.com) 
o Saland last visited Bard over three years ago. Like 
Congressman Sweeney, Saland caters to the local con-
servative constituency without stepping on anybody's 
toes. For example, featured prominently on his web-
site is his support for veterans and a downloadable 
American flag. When asked good liberal questions by 
Bard students in 1999, all he could basically say to us 
was, "Sorry, but the conservative votes count more 
around here, so I'm not going to change my opinion." 
Paul T. Reagan , Democrat 
I work closely with Democratic party officials all over 
the county and I have never heard of this person. I 
can't find a website for him. He's hardly acknowl-
edged on the state web page. I'll probably vote for 
him anyway because he's the Democratic challenger._ . .-_ u--= 
but I don't know anything about him. · 
Like I said above, comptroller is basically like the Viki 
Papadimitriou of the state. The Comptroller keeps 
track of the budget for the state, and makes sure the 
amount of spending equals the amount of income. 
The Comptroller collects taxes, and keeps state agen-
cies from spending too much. I don't know much 
about these candidates. 
Alan Hevesi, Democrat 
Hevesi served eight years as NYC comptroller, and he's 
a former Assembly member. He teaches at Fordham 
and Columbia, and ran for NYC Mayor in 2001. He's 
very qualified. 
Joe Faso, Republican 
Faso is currently an assembly member with high aspi-
rations. According to Newsday, the only reason he's 
running now is that the Republican party leadership 
owed him a favor. 
:Voting Guide, published by Planned Parenthood of the Mid+tudson 
;Valley Action Fund. This guide is available in Kline and the campus 
'. Center, or you can get it at the website below. It gives comprehensive 
!info and endorsements based on how the candidates answered their 
'. survey on abortion issues. It's an excellent resource. 
i 
!internet Sites 
General Internet Sites 
www.nyvote.com 
www.vote-smart.org 
other info. 
www.ppmhv.org/vguide (Planned Parenthood Voters Guide) 
,www.lwvny.org, www.dnet.org (League of Women Voters) 
.Parties 
!www.nydems.org (Democratic Party) 
!www.nygreens.org, www.dutchessgreens.org (Green Party) 
lwww.nygop.org (Republican Party) 
:www.ny.lp.org (Libertarian Party) 
................... 
jwww.ipny.org (Independence Party) 
iwww.workingfamiliesparty.org (Working Families) 
!www.marijuanareform.org (Marijuana Reform) 
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by[Joanna Fivelsdal I 
Assassination 
Attempt. 
The tension and anticipation was high as Bard students, fac-
ulty, and others from as far as Australia waited outside the 
doors of Olin Hall Tuesday night, as Bard planned an evening 
of celebration of the life and work of one of the world 's most 
famous pop icons. Yoko Ono. As I stood in the crowd, hud-
dled between two large men and barely able to move from 
my small square of allotted space in the crowd, I observed 
the striking variety of people who had been gathered togeth-
er. As I stood in place with my notepad, I heard some young-
sters speaking of how little they knew about Yoko Ono. older 
folks speaking of their lives in what were formerly communist 
countries, some reminiscing about the 60's, and some just 
going on about what had happened during the day. However, 
there was one conv_ersation, or rather an argument, that stood out from the rest of the cacoph-
ony of sounds buwng around my head, because it demonstrated so well what Yoko Ono would 
later address in her statement to the audience. 
As people began to get tense and as the crowd started to resemble herded animals 
closely packed together, an argument over ethics began when a woman began pushing her way 
through the crowd. A man stopped her and asked, "What makes you so special? 1 mean, 1 
really want to know what makes you better than anyone else." Clearly everyone was anxious as 
the crowd gre~ larger and larger, but this man, who declared to those standing around him 
that as he waited he would make •a study of human nature", decided to take a moment and 
remind us that our actions, however insignificant they may seem, affect those around us. This 
confrontation, which developed into a 15 minute statement of ethics and the world condition 
led beautifully into what would become a night of reflection, reflection not only on artwork and 
accomplishment, but of human nature and the efforts of mankind . 
. After over 400 people struggled to f ind seats in Olin Hall, the program finally began 
with a brief 1ntroduct1on and welcoming remarks by President Leon Botstein and Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, David E. Schwab II. As President Botstein explained that it was because 
of her tra ining in classical music that he liked her so much, Yoko Ono stared back at the crowd 
with a peaceful smile on her face. Then, as she took to the podium, she informed us that she 
would not speak of her work or her accomplishments, but rather she proceeded to make a 
statement for peace, a statement wh ich told us more about her and her work than any summa-
ry of her life or anecdote could have. 
. The c~owd was silent as Ono spoke of the recent peace rallies in Washington, the 
f ight for peace going on around the world, and the War in Iraq that has formed the backdrop 
for what she called the "war zone called the world" that we are.alt l;ving Ht..,f\9-.,.. ~her 
late husband, John Lennon, the ' king of the world," who in the end returned to her as ·a brown 
paper bag," it was evident that her life, her work, and her commitment to humanity continue to 
be intertwined. It is this culmination of experience and action that compelled her to share with 
the audience, not advice on how to become a famous artist, film-maker, or musician, but 
rather how to take a stand for what you believe in and live your life according to that. In this 
sense, it was fitting that Ono closed with a reading of her Rainbow Revelation, which encour-
aged the transformation of our energies into positive forces in our lives. Lastly, with the same 
peaceful smile that she had worn on her face as she took the stage, Ono closed with words, 
characteristically a message full of peace and love, in which she encouraged us to ' remember 
you are loved. Remember I love you.' 
As she received her honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts, presented by President 
Botstein, Peter Hutton, the Director of the Film and Electronic Arts Program and Marcelle 
Clements, a Trustee of the College, the crowd stood with cheers and applause for Ono, an 
artist who has been actively making contributions to the art world since the early 1960s. Ono 
then sat with the audience for the viewing of two of her documentary films, Cut Piece (1965) 
and Apotheosis (1970). As Ono watched along with the audience Cut Piece, in which members 
of a 1960s audience cuts off pieces of a young Yoko Ono's dress, there were nervous and 
uneasy chuckles from the crowd. We observed a woman's space being invaded, a human 
being transformed into what was no more than a mere object. The viewing of Apotheosis, a 
documentation of a hot-air balloon trip taken by Ono and John Lennon over the British country-
side, evoked very different feelings from the crowd . This 19 minute film took us on a ride into 
whiteness and nothingness, the screen actually remaining completely white for several min-
utes, and then lifting us above the clouds, the balloon emerging from the clouds to reveal an 
almost surreal picture of a white fluffy bed of clouds, covering the earth below a beautiful , sun-
kissed sky. 
Later, when I spoke with a Bard professor about the performance, he commented on 
how it really was a credit to the Bard community to sit through the entire film. However, anoth-
er audience member, Dakota Lane, a woman from Woodstock who had brought her daughter 
Hayley, so that she could be exposed to the honored artist, had this to say: " While watching 
the film with the hot air balloon there was a moment where it got very quiet and seemed as if 
nothing was happening, and I wanted to say shut up to the people talking behind me, but then 
I thought of Yoko's words of peace and medita-tion, and then looking at that intense whiteness 
that broke into a golden blanket of clouds ... it was very beautiful." Evidently, the night had very 
different effects on those who attended. Some, like this woman, were moved by the images 
they watched and the words they heard Ono speak. Others, however, were disappointed by the 
brevity of the speech and the content which had been centered around personal views on war 
and peace. One student, Lucas Carter, commented, "She would have failed moderation ... but 
she's a nice gal.' Evidently, the variety of people who congregated to hear and honor this very 
influential woman, each came away with very different expectations. However, when reflecting 
on the night's events and the undeniable chaos of the world in which we live, I am certain that 
we can all agree on the fact that there is something special about even having the opportunity 
to take a night, or even a moment, to criticize, appreciate, or merely reflect on an artist, and 
more importantly, on art itself. 
So, whether we attended Tuesday night's events or not, or whether we were moved by 
what we saw and heard or not, we can still reflect on the opportunities given to us as we are 
afforded the time to respond to the invitations the Film and Electronic Arts program has 
extended, to acknowledging that Ono has made herself part of music history through conceptu-
al and avant-garde music. In the end, whether you will look further into the music, poetry, the-
ater, dance, and visua lly compell ing art of Yoko Ono, or not, there is no denying that there is 
something compelling, or at least thought-provoking, about someone who is renowned by the 
world, and has participated in the creation of a musical piece consisting of 26 minutes of John 
Lennon's guitar-feedbac;k drones accompanied by subtly changing acoustical patterns in voice. 
News 
If You Build It ... 
The Largest Corn Maze dedicated to American 
Heroes on the Eastern Seaboard 
by [Jacob Cottingham I 
The last year has had a profound impact 
on the lives of many Americans. After the 
Tragic Events of September Eleventh 
(TESE), many questioned the importance 
of their own lives, their religion, and what 
it means to be an American. For some, 
that meant nothing short of bu ild ing the 
"lcirgest corn maze dedicated to American 
Heroes on the Eastern Seaboard," as one 
radio advertisement claimed. Thankfully, 
Bard students are located a mere 20 min-
utes from Hurley, NY, the site of the Hurley 
Complex and the Maze of Heroes. 
Having heard the ad, I was 
entranced by visions of firefighters and 
children-perhaps eating hotdogs with the 
occasional trucker-and a vast corn maze, 
dedicated to the memory of those who 
gave the ultimate price in the TESE. I had 
been to the Corn Palace in Mitchell, S.D., 
and was a fan of the intricately weaved 
and colored corn-based murals, which 
depicted scenes from the American West. 
Finally, I thought, my thirst for corn murals 
depicting American Heroes would be 
quenched. Imagining corn scenes of 
Davey Crockett and police officers, I 
roused a friend on a Tuesday morning and 
we headed across the river, off rt. 28, 
toward Hurley. 
In reality, 
gigantic mural from above, and on ground 
level, there are mowed paths throughout 
field, and no corn art like they have in 
Mitchell. But you can look at the picture 
taken from above the maze, and see what 
appears to be firefighter putting out some 
flames, as well as the image of those two 
firefighters raising the American flag at 
Ground Zero. In the middle, there is a hel-
met and ax design, and to top it all off, 
the letters FDNY, EMS, NYPD and 9-11 are 
mowed into the upper portion of the 
maze. Obviously, "Port Authority" is not 
worthy of mention in the same breath as 
"Corn Maze." 
As we arrived slightly before the 
noon opening hour, we were able to chat 
briefly with the owner before embarking 
on our cold, blustery and solitary journey 
through the winding maze. This side of 
Mike Tyson, how much more existential 
can you get? It turns out that the owner 
did not mow the corn himself but actually 
hired a maze design firm to do it for him. 
For an admission fee of $10 (or $8 if you 
print out coupons from WOST on the inter-
net), you have a choice between two 
paths. The first, which the owner referred 
to as the "training course,' is 1.4 miles 
long. The other path is 3.4 miles, and 
presumably only for real Americans. 
However, all you hippies and 
anarchists beware: The ·Maze of Heroes 
has some rules. The goal is to punch 
holes in your admission ticket from each 
of the various stations along your route. 
While the .owner told us we could do this 
in any order we chose, it was to be done 
without simply running willy-nilly through 
the corn, or while drinking or smoking 
inside the maze. Certainly there is no 
hash smoking permitted at Post Number 
Four on the path. 
We set out upon our journey 
after the owner handed us a map, saying, 
"Even Einstein would get lost in there.' 
I'm an Eagle Scout, and once completed 
the Hampton Court hedge maze without 
taking a single wrong turn . I don't so 
much walk a maze, kids; I walk the way. 
After walking about a hundred 
._, 
feet ~ 
into this t / 
huge 
and dis-
orient-
ing 
corn-
field, I 
realized 
why we 
were 
provid-
ed with 
the 
map. 
With 
this ancient tool, we were able to gu ide 
ourselves through consecutive check-
points, conveniently marked by American 
Flags. The corn shielded us from the 
harsh winds, and the walk through the 
maze was actually rather enjoyable with 
slight bursts of excitement each time we 
reached another American flag. We dared 
not come out of the maze holding a ticket 
that was not entirely punched out. 
Judging from the clusters of hole-punched 
paper scattering the ground beneath each 
checkpoint, the maze is apparently quite a 
popular attraction 
ber 4 and 5 we began to realize the 
unique American culture that the Corn 
maze of Heroes represents. Only in 
America would the money lost on harvest 
be compensated with a maze that turns a 
national tragedy into a fun, family affair. It 
was only after checkpoint 5 that we really 
got turned around. Soon, we were utterly 
lost, despite the map. Unable to deter-
mine whether we were somewhere in the 
firefighters helmet or the hose, we wan-
dered about frantically, picturing the 
legions of lost children that had fallen vic-
tim to the corn maze. We continued to 
wander, and we could feel the owner gaz-
ing down at us from the mountain trail he 
was cutting, chuckling at a couple of col-
lege boys totally lost in the maze. Just as 
our hopes of making our 1:30 classes 
began to fade, we were rescued by my 
astute map-reading skills and impeccable 
sense of direction. We found our way to 
the fin~I checkpoint a~d exited the maze 
alive, and without having to sprint out 
through the cornrows. 
While the maze was lacking the 
exciting clientele I had expected, and 
while there were no hot dogs that day, it 
was a pretty good time, and there are cer-
tainly worse ways to spend $8. Plus, a 
portion of the proceeds go to the victims 
of the TESE, so you can feel good about 
yourself as you holler for help, trapped 
inside the maze. 
The Maze of Heroes is open 
through Thanksgiving, and there are "sev-
eral paintball events" to take place in 
November. It's open until 10pm, but there 
are no lights, and you'll probably get 
bugged out be some Children of the Corn 
shit even during the 
day. Oh, and the Mega 
Dawgs food vendor is 
only there on the 
weekends. 
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Anti-Semitism in Collel!e? Recognition 
~ 
Allegations in academia: a discussion with Botstein. Master of Ceremonies 
.,.. NEWS' 
ANALYSIS 
by I Jacqueline Moss j 
In response to perceptions about a move-
ment on Harvard's campus that calls for 
the college to remove all investments in 
Israel (in protest of their actions against 
the Palestinians), The President of 
Harvard, Lawrence H. Summers, recently 
condemned what he calls "growing Anti-
semitism" at -Harvard and elsewhere. A 
series of articles has since appeared in 
the New York Times add.ressing the issue 
of this supposed Anti-Semitism on college 
campuses. Thom.as Friedman, an op-ed 
writer for the New York Times, pointe·d out 
that campaigning "for divestiture from 
Israel 1s deeply dishonest and hypocriti-
cal ... because to single out Israel as the 
only party to blame for the current 
impasse is to perpetrate a lie" (Friedman). 
Friedman sees this in light of the fact that 
the Israelis were persuaded to offer the 
Palestinians 90% of the West Bank and 
Gaza, during negotiations with the Clinton 
administration, but the Palestinians reject-
ed this deal and the parade of suicide 
bombers and rash actions on both sides 
ensued; the violence that the Palestinians 
pursued against Israel prompted many 
Israelis to elect the militant Ariel Sharon 
(Friedman). 
Also, as Friedman points out, 
why are students campaigning for divesti-
ture of college investments in Israel when 
in Saudi Arabia women are denied basic 
rights and Egypt "imprisons the leading 
democracy advocate in the Arab world , 
after a phony trial" (Friedman) and no one 
calls for divestiture of college assets from 
Saudi Arabian or Egypt? In an interview 
President Botstein cited that one of the 
issues with the divestiture movement is 
that 'morally clean money" does not exist, 
and that all economic investments are 
somehow tied to a particular country. 
However, calling the divestiture movement 
Anti-Semitic is also wrong, because not 
everything Israel does is right and as 
President Botstein said, "not all Jews are 
Israelis." Israel is just as guilty in perpetu-
ating this hideous cycle of bloodletting 
and revenge that is called "war" as the 
Palestinians are. As President Botstein 
stated, "you can't confuse a people with 
their governments ... !, as well as many 
. American Jews; are critical of the Israeli 
government, and feel desperate and frus-
trated about Israeli missteps in the effort 
to solve the Middle East crisis." Mr. 
Botstein continued, "There has always 
been residual Anti-Semitlsm ... when aca-
demic Journals fire Israeli journalists 
because they are Israeli, it is an absolute 
violation of academic freedom and an 
Anti-Semitic act." 
The terror and the bloodletting in 
the Middle East will not be solved by 
"making one [country] a sa int and the 
other a devil" (Botstein). In light of this, 
this author see that calling for divestiture 
of Israeli assets f rom colleges is not an 
effective protest of Israeli action in the 
Middle East, and such th inking is based in 
a morally precarious position of looking at 
one country's unjust actions and closing 
our eyes to the unjust actions of other 
countries. Like so many other people, I 
want this war to end , but'that cannot hap-
pen so long as people have selective hear-
ing when people cry out against certain 
injustices, but remain silent on others. 
This issue and the issues involved with 
Israeli and Palestinian actions in the 
Middle East should not cease to be dis-
cussed for fear of Anti-Semitism. 
Discussion of our commitment in the 
Middle East is necessary for this crisis 
and any other crisis among people or 
groups directly entrenched in conflict. 
Donating Diva 
Recipient: Elissa Eaton 
Dorm: Wolff 
1The thoughtful Elissa practically donated her TV/VCR combo to 
\I her dorm for the residents to use and enjoy. The donation 
brings happiness whilst building a community in Wolff. A posi-
ll tive attitude is always appreciated, and Elissa certainly provides 
! a great amount of cheer for her dorm. Thank you Elissa for 
1 
being a Donating Diva! 
Brilliant Butt Buster 
Recipient: Kyle Jaster 
aji::i' : L•I Dorm: Tremblay 
Kyle has been a proactive member of the dorm and a wonderful 
presence. As a considerate butt buster, Kyle understands that 
at Bard people smoke and don't always take the time to make 
sure their butts get to the right places. To prevent this mess 
from taking over the porch, Kyle has provided make shift ash-
trays for his dorm mates. His contribut ion is sincerely appreciat-
' ed! . 
Know someone who is doing great things in the residential com-
munity?? Inform your Peer Counselor to have the individual rec-
ognized for their good deeds! 
Brought to you by: The Resident Recognition Committee 
~ 
CAPPU:>CINO 
BY COPPOLA'S 
Italian-American Bistro 
~ 
$6.25 Pizza Specidis $·~~5 Lunch Speci.als 
November 4, 2002 
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;A Call for Take-ou-N ~ ,, 
\
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10~ DISCOUNT FO\,R ALL BARD STUD~rT:sfAND FACULTY 
4604 Route 9G\ / (845) 876-1331 
Red Hook, NY 12SZ1 · 
Right Acro~e~et from Bard! 
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Dra£ Race Memories? 
\...../ 
Neglected babies, Jesus Christ, and Reese Witherspoon. 
by [romM-a1105-· I 
When this arllcle was an idea, 1t was the funniest thing you 
would have read. It was to be called: "Drag Race: Hung-
over" I was going to grab a camera, run around dorms at 9 
a.m. knocking on people's doors and taking pictures of their 
shattered. hollow remains. to mark fully the effects of the 
late night drunken sexual debauch. The problem with that 
article was not with its hysterical and novel design, but 
merely with the fact that I would have had to wake up at 9 
a.m to actually do these things. I drank too much, and 1t 
didn't happen. 
When I awoke the next morning, I realized that, at 
best, I had a thin memory of the events that transpired. 
The after effects were 111. I had makeup of various sorts 
decorating my face, I was wearing a red polka-dotted dress. 
and I somehow lost my underwear. My head pounded with 
the thunder of Thor. and I've never simultaneously peed and 
quaffed water with such vigor. Upturned Jell-0 tins adorned 
my room; a handpnnt of vomit streaked the hallway wall 
(not mine, thank God), empty bottles of liquor littered the 
entire dormitory. I took a shower, eager to nd myself of 
whatever 1t was that happened. As I stared at the blank 
shower wall, the memories came trickling back to me. 
I don 't know about you, but the way in which I try 
lo piece together a "good" night of drunken brouhaha is that 
I trace back to the earliest recorded memory and walk 
through the night 1n a logical order. I struggled to remem-
ber how I got to the drag race. Whether I'd walked, or 
whether I'd procured a ride of sorts. I was sure that I didn 't 
walk there. It must have been the shuttle. Then 1t all came 
back. I remember everyone screaming "Fuck Canada" in 
the shutz. I figured that was the decent response. If I'm 
wearing a red dress, makeup, a pair of high heels, and 
women's underwear. Canada should be involved. 
Then we were at the party. I always bring friends 
from home to the drag race ... Some say it's cruel. My friend 
"Roger." as I will fictitiously refer to him (he was dressed in a 
loin cloth, complete with a dildo tipped staff which he tried 
repeatedly lo have women pole dance on (1f you did this ... 
God help you)), quickly danced his pagan way into the festiv-
ities and I d1dn t see him until the following morning. I 
remember a few more things about the party, most of which 
were getting my goddamn heels caught on the stairs. 
But that's it. While I can't tell you how I got home. 
or what I did while I was at the Old Gym, I'm insured of its 
overall decadent success, as Dave, a fellow Bard student 
and trusted friend told me: "I saw a baby at Drag Race." 
Think about that: Someone actually brought a baby to drag 
race. After a good Kline breakfast of wartime rations (the 
silverware. I'm told, 1s being sent to Iraq , along with the grill 
line and the cups) I returned back to my dorm to pick up the 
pieces of my broken life. It 's amazing how one day can 
bring 1t all down. 
I looked at my room and saw it was in utter dis-
tress. Laundry piled high, empty beer and liquor bottles 
spread across the vacant landscape, and a lone full shot of 
vodka stood upon my fridge, beckoning me to go that extra 
step. Somehow I prevailed. The work I'd fought off the 
whole week was upon me, and I quickly realized that I 
would need the divine intervention of Jesus Christ himself, 
to help me out of this mess. And he came. Oh, he came. 
It's a funny thing when Jesus comes to you in the 
form of a romantic comedy. Reese Witherspoon did so 
much to alleviate my stress and general confusion with 
another superb movie. My friends and I took off to see 
"Sweet Home Alabama" Sunday night, and 1t helped get us 
back on track. 
Sweet Home Alabama proved to be a fantastic cap 
to the Drag Race weekend, because after a night of compro-
mised values and inhuman debauchery, the concept of true 
love seemed to remind me of what 1t 1s we are living for. I 
felt real, I felt liberated, I felt a deep growing love in the bot-
tom of my heart that made me feel good. The moral of this 
experience, to me at least, 1s this: Debauchery and cross-
dress1ng and baby neglect are healthy as long as you have a 
good dose of good old American bullshit to go with it. Or, at 
least, you have a blank spot in your memory afterwards. 
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Viva Lula! 
Brazil has 22 mill ion people in absolute poverty, (according to IPEA - lnstituto de Pesquisa 
de Economia Aplicada) and one of the highest levels of inequality, but this past Sunday-I 
am bravely stating-it had its most important day since it received its independence. 
After a long history of being governed by the bourgeoisie, last Sunday marked the 
first time that a candidate from the workers party was elected president. Lufs Inacio da 
Silva, or ' Lula", received 61.27% of the votes against 38. 73% received by the government 
candidate Jose Serra. This was Lula's fourth attempt at a presidential election after his 
defeat in 1990 to Fernando Collar, and in 1994 and 1998 to the current president, 
Fernando Henrique Cardoso. 
seen the shift in public attitudes toward Lula. I like to think of my grandparents as an 
example, who in the past had been scared by the conservative mass media into thinking 
that Lula was going to make us divide our homes with homeless people, or that Lula was 
another version of Stalin. But on that Sunday, I am proud to say, they devoted their votes 
and hopes to him. 
The elect ion of Lula also represents the rupture of the current neoclassical model 
for economic development in Brazil. An ideology that. in the nineties, has dominated the 
Lula was born in Caetes. a very poor and small town in the northeast of Brazil. He 
migrated with his family when he was seven years old to Sao Paulo in search of a more 
decent life. Lula never attended college; instead, he was trained as a metal worker and 
started to work in the Industrial Complex in the ABC Paulista. Lula then became a member 
of the metal worker's labor union, of which he later became president. In the late seventies 
he was one of the leaders of the biggest strikes in Brazilian history. Shortly thereafter, in 
the early 1980's. Lula was one of the founders of the PT, Partido dos Trabalhadores, or 
"Worker's Party." 
The election of Lula says a lot about the maturity of Brazilian democracy. A coun-
try long governed by the elite, Last Sunday Brazil achieved a peaceful but dramatic change 
of gears. As the French sociologists Alain Touraine describes it: "Lu la who is the symbol of 
rupture, was elected with no rupture." In fact, Fernando Henriques' team has been very 
helpful and transparent in carrying out the transition process. 
country as well as most of Lat in America and has 
greatly contributed to keeping Brazil in a poverty trap. 
IMF bailouts, high levels of poverty and inequality are 
blatant indications that the model is exhausted and a 
new path needs to arise. As my former professor and 
current president of the Federal University of Rio de 
Janeiro states: "Lula is an attempt of the construction 
of the first big social democracy in the tropicals, initi-
ating a general discussion with a secular past of 
authoritarian leaderships and elitism." Only time can 
tell if Lula will live up to 172 million people's expecta-
tions. Nevertheless, he represents an important 
change in Brazilian society and the possibility for a 
new dawn in Brazil's future. 
The election of November 27 also tells us much about the Brazilian people who 
had the dignity and courage to call for a change. The same people, who rejected Lula three 
times in a row, now rely on him for the hope of a better nation. As a Brazilian citizen, I have 
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"Wok"ing-_in the Free World 
LJ 
Behind the counter at Bard 's favorite take-out. 
by !Amelia Clune I 
The opening of The Golden Wok in 2000 was 
indeed one of the best things that happened 
to Bard students 1n a while. offering students 
a place to go to escape the Kline stomachache 
on the Bard shuttle. Upon entering, one is 
struck by the loud voice of the woman behind 
the counter that separates the employees 
from the customers, telling the cooks in the 
back what must be made in Chinese, which 
sounds harsh to unfamiliar 
ea rs . However, one soon real-
izes that this is in fact part of 
the charm of The Golden Wok. 
The woman shouting 1s G1g1, 
and she has brought not only 
good food into the lives of 
ma ny Bard1ans and Red 
Hookians. but also a little cul-
ture . 
Of the two Chinese 
restaurants in Red Hook, The 
Golden Wok is easily d1stin-
gu1shed . with the constant 
presence of its quirky, kind . 
and hardworking owner, Gigi 
Cheng. Wearing a red shirt 
and ieans. she greets her cus-
tomers pleasantly. eagerly 
takes and fills orders with 
Hyde Park seemed reasonable to her and her 
family because it was there where they had 
family. Because she had family In Hyde Park, 
they soon decided to move there. There, Gigi 
and her family opened their first restaurant, 
The Great Wall. The restaurant supported the 
Cheng's family for eleven years. until a friend 
told them of the financial opportunities in Red 
Hook. Fred Feldman, the tennis coach here at 
Bard (who Gigi 
describes as a 
"nice guy that is 
really good ,") was a 
patron of The Great 
Wall for seven or 
eight years and 
became a good 
friend of the 
Chengs. The family 
considered his rec-
ommendation as 
well as the increas-
ing prices in Hyde 
Park and decided 
to move and open a 
new business in 
Red Hook; The 
Golden Wok. 
Student Government Forum 
The Forum on October 23rd was not as exciting as the Budget Forum. It 
started with a discussion on the tenure issue of Jonathan Brockopp. The 
Central Committee informed the students that Board of Trustees turned 
down the appeal of reinstating Brockopp. No specific reason has been 
given to the student about it by the administration. Leon Botstein men-
tioned in the Board of Trustees meeting that Students and junior faculty 
members are not critical enough during the evaluation of the faculty. The 
student body was apprised that Leon is going to have a meeting with EPC 
and the Central Committee to talk about this issue. SLC Chair Caroline 
Muglia informed that the shuttle will start running for an extra hour every-
day in the near future. The SLC is working on providing better laundry facil-
ities. The SLC chair also requested participation of the student in the 
building of the "New Old Gym". 
Comments on the New "Old Gym" 
byj Elizabeth Daly I 
\~ 
phenomenal speed. She never acts distraught 
or overworked despite her schedule, which 
most Americans could never imagine. Ten to 
eleven hour days, seven days a week, she is 
tuned into the needs of her customers and 
upbeat, laughing and joking with her son 
Jacky. 
At twelve-thirty she was off to the 
IGA. So when I arrived at 12:35 (after her 
husband had a battle with her cell phone), he 
told me to come back in a while . I decided to 
try to catch this busy woman again at 1:15, to 
ask her some questions. Thankfully, she was 
there when I arrived. and apologized that I had 
missed her earlier. We sat down at a table 
beside the counter: above hung a tremendous 
picture of a city that could only be Hong Kong. 
Her ten-year-old son, quickly corrected the 
spelling of his name when I nearly wrote J-A-C-
K-1-E telling me that it was with a Y. We soon 
began the interview. Gigi 's husband periodi-
cally took a seat to listen, and later her friend 
Herbert Lee joined us to help with translation. 
In August, 2000, 
Gigi and her family moved to Red Hook and 
began preparation for the business. The 
Golden Wok opened in February and Gigi has-
n't had a day off, (excluding holidays) since. 
For Thanksgiving, Jacky told me, Gigi and her 
family go to New York City to meet, mingle, 
and feast with friends and family for the day. 
Gigi has studied English since she was in high 
school, but she tells me that it is much easier 
to study than it is to speak, and she also has 
a theory that "now getting older, not easy to 
remember," although she speaks four different 
Chinese dialects fluently. She enjoys small 
town life in Red Hook as well as the dramatic 
seasonal change that doesn 't occur in Hong 
Kong. Jacky also interjected to say that his 
mom was particularly fond of the colorful fall 
leaves, although America, (i.e. Red Hook), was 
not all what she had expected it to be. 
Comparing to the modern and densely-populat-
ed Hong Kong, Gigi finds Red Hook to be small 
and somewhat antiquated, but she embraces 
the peacefulness and population . 
Alan Josey and David Shien would like me to remind you that 'nothing 
is set in stone,' however plans for the new old gym are being devel-
oped as we speak. So far, there seems to be enough space to accom-
modate everything that was once housed in the old gym, such as the 
rootcellar, the student activities room, the red room and the practice 
rooms. There will be two paths that will lead to the N.O.G through var-
ious wooded areas. The architect commented that he was not wor-
ried about the destruction of these trees because they were not rare 
trees and, since the building will be Eco-friendly, it is somehow not so 
bad that trees were going. He also reminded students that trees 
After leaving Hong Kong in her mid-
twent1es. Gigi moved to New York City. She 
remained there for JUSt a few months, long 
enough to make connections and decide 
where she wanted to live. It was there that she 
gave birth to her first child , Jacky. Moving to 
November 4, 2002 
One day, when she has more than a 
single day off, Gigi hopes to travel to Hawaii to 
lounge on the beaches and absorb the beauty, 
but for now she goes to Holy Cow and eats ice 
cream as a source of fun. 
often have to be chopped down when a building is being constructed. 
Students were concerned about the trees, but did not voice too many 
objections. The major issue of contention in this Old Gym meeting 
seemed to be graffiti. 
Since the Observer has been periodically accused of not tak-
ing a stand, I for one would like to say that I am a strong supporter of 
making the new old gym a graffiti inclusive space. When I came to 
Bard and looked at the campus nothing stood out more to me than 
the inside of the old gym. The old gym was to me a symbol of harmo-
ny between the students and the administration. A school that allows 
students such freedom, and respects a way of expression that is 
sometimes seen as subversive is an amazing institution. 
I see graffiti not only as art, but also as an historical artifact 
of parties past. I like watching the Old gym get layered, I could say 
something really corny like: it reminds me of the rings inside an old 
oak tree, but basically I don't want to seem sentimental about the 
Continued on page 7 .. .. 
Tr11stees_ Ponder and Plan Bard's Future 
Tenure, New Old Gym, CCS Expansion Plans and more discussed. 
by joumaine Williams I 
The first meeting for the Board of Trustees of Bard College took place on October 
16 in New York City. In addition to the Trustees, President Botstein, Dean Michelle Dominy, 
Vice Presidents Robert Martin and Debra Pemstein and other administrators also attended 
the meeting. Two faculty representatives (Matthew Deady and Richard Davis) were also in · 
attendance. I served as the student representative at the meeting. (The other student repre-
sentative to the Board of Trustees, Ruhul Chowdhury was.unable to attend). 
The meeting began with a review of the minutes from the last meeting (which too~ 
place in May). One interesting point in the minutes was a discussion on "the increasing 
selectivity of the college." The Admissions Office was congratulated on doing a fine job with 
selecting the freshman class from the over 3200 applicants. The entering class is described 
in the President's Report as being "strong and diverse, both geographically and in range of 
interest.' 
Also included in the minutes are deta ils about plans to construct a new science 
facility and a new ' dance hall/ barn' (th is is just out-of-<late lingo for the New Old Gym). 
Interestingly, the minutes clearly state that the plan was to raze the current Old Gym. In any 
event. the plans for constructing both facilities were approved. It was also noted that plans 
were being developed to expand the Center for Curatorial Studies. 
After the minutes were reviewed, the Board proposed the elected a new Trustee, 
Mark Schwartz. Mr. Schwartz is a Senior Director at Goldman, Sachs & Co. He attended 
Harvard College, Havard Business School, and the John F. Kennedy School of Government 
(at Harvard). He is also the Co-Owner of the Seattle Supersonics. He was elected unanimous-
ly. 
The other section of the meeting consisted of numerous reports from Bard and its 
affiliates. In the President's Report Leon spoke about the various happenings on the cam-
pus, including the deaths affecting the campus. He also spoke about the Performing Arts 
Center (to be named for Richard B. Fisher, Treasurer of the .Board of Trustees). Leon also 
reported that the Bard High School Early College was very successful. This was followed by 
reports from our affiliates: Simon's Rock College, Bard Graduate Center for Studies in the 
Decorative Arts, Design, and Culture, Levy Economics Institute, and the Center for Curatorial 
Studies. 
The meeting then focussed on financial matters. Reports were given about the 
finances of the college and its affiliates. It was stressed that Bard relies heavily on dona-
tions and contributions, and that a great of the college's financial resources go into provid-
ing financial aid for students. The Trustees, as well as the President, seemed very commit-
ted to doing the necessary fundraising to ensure that this financial aid to students can be 
ensured in the upcoming years. 
The focus of the meeting then switched to academic matters, specifically tenure 
decisions for faculty members. Prior to the meeting, some of the Trustees had received a 
report that had been compiled by the Educational Policies Committee at Bard. The report 
spoke specifically about the (somewhat controversial) Jonathan Brockopp tenure decision. 
The report basically stated that students (and some faculty members) were not satisfied 
with the decision not to grant Brockopp tenure, and were subsequently requesting that the 
Trustees review the decision. 
The matter was discussed on many levels. Firstly Leon explained the tenure evalua-
tion process, and spoke about some of the problems that exist with the process. He made it 
clear that he was not able to discuss the specifics of the Brockopp case. He did explain, 
however, that most professors receive favorable review·from students and faculty. Due to the 
fact that our tenure and rehire evaluation process is so open (as students we have to sign 
our name to our written testimony for our professors) usually only positive feedback is given. 
The point is that Brockopp's file may have contained favorable reviews from students and 
faculty, but all the fi les for the other professors also contained-good comments. Leon is then 
left with the task of deciding which professors are really good, and wh ich ones are just good. 
As you can see, the system is flawed. 
After Leon's explanation I presented the students views on the matter. This was a 
case where students enjoy having this professor around and (in spite of positive feedback 
from students and faculty) he was going to be replaced. The students are obviously frustrat-
ed and want to figure out what was going on. It seemed that there were two choices: either 
overturn the decision and grant Brockopp tenure, or provide students with logical reasons 
why granting tenure to this professor would not be in the best interest of the college. Leon 
sympathized with our frustration, but was not will ing to change his decision. He was also 
unable (legally and out of respect for his colleagues) to discuss specific reasons for not 
granting Brockopp tenure. 
The faculty members present also provided feedback in support of Braockopp. 
They went a step further and spoke a general frustration among faculty members with the 
tenure and rehire process. The system is open so the comments that one faculty member 
makes can be read by the faculty member being evaluated. There is also the problem of divi-
sions making tenure and rehire recommendations and then having those recommendations 
not being followed. The faculty ask~d that the Trustees intervene and review and revise the 
faculty evaluation process. The Trustees recommended that the faculty review the process 
themselves, since the process was designed and is overseen by faculty members. 
The meeting then broke into Executive Session (i.e. Trustees and senior administra-
tors only) where the Brockopp case was discussed further. The Trustees voted to uphold the 
decision not to grant tenure to Brockopp. Both Leon and Michele Dominy did, however, 
express interest in meeting with the Central Committee and the Educational Policies 
Committee to discuss the matter. The next meeting for the Board will be on January 22 in 
New York City. 
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issue. 
As one student, Lora Jaramillo, pointed out in the Old Gym meet-
ing, ' this Old Gym is supposed to be a student autonomous space." 
Suzzane Simburg remarked that at one of Botstien 's teas, he assured stu-
dents that graffiti would be permitted. David Shein replied that graffiti was 
often hard to remove. Apparently, when planning for Drag Race, students 
found it hard and expensive to work around it. I understand that, but think 
about how weird it would have been at Drag race if all the walls had no 
graffiti whatsoever. Graffiti is the chaos of a party. It is that nasty yet 
pleasing smell that affixes itself to you when you go to a good show. I 
mean come on! We can have a party that is as wonderful and crazy as 
drag race, but graffiti is a problem? I think the two walk very much hand in 
hand and I love both of them as I love my own bastard children. 
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by jJami Landry j 
Bio-<liesel is becoming an increasingly familiar 
term among small business owners, truck 
fleet managers, and progressive college cam-
puses around the country. In less than a 
week Bard College, led by BERO director Marty 
Reisinger will be ready to join the few, the 
noble, the bio-fueled. 
With the go ahead enthusiastically 
given by Jim Broderick, the Bard College dump 
fruck will be filling up from a 500-gallon bio-
diesel tank in two weeks. The truck is to 
serve as the guinea pig for Buildings and 
Grounds, whose directors are a bit precau-
tious about pouring the new fuel into every 
vehicle until it proves it's competence. The 
truck will be monitored carefully. Scrupulous 
records will be kept of its everyday mechanical 
behavior, which, according to bio-<liesel's over-
whelmingly positive national track record, will 
be excellent. 
Universities like UVM and U Mass 
Amherst have already paved the way for the 
Bard College switch over. UVM began testing 
B-20 (20% soybean oil, 80% petroleum diesel) 
in one of its shuttles in the spring of 2001. 
The shuttle preformed exactly as it had before 
bio-fuel, and warranted larger purchases of B-
20. Since this September, UMass Amherst 
has been running more than 300 grounds 
vehicles on B-20, including pick-ups, dump 
trucks, backhoes and mini vans. So far, the 
vehicles have been running as well , or better 
(because bio-<l iesel actually cleans the engine) 
than they had on petroleum diesel. 
When Rudolph Diesel first unveiled 
the engine that was to bear his name, it merri-
ly grumbled away on peanut oil. Over time, 
the petroleum industry moved in on his inven-
tion and eclipsed all memory of its more eco-
logically friendly possibilities. Diesel fuel 
became the only option due to its (temporary) 
abundance and cheap production costs. Only 
after threats of an oil shortage, and heavy 
dependence on foreign petroleum products 
could the original vegetable based blend seep 
out of the corporate rubble. Despite a long 
period of stagnation for marketable friendly 
fuel sources, vegetable oil based fuels in con-
centrations up to 100% are still fully compati-
ble with most diesel engines. 
Today, bio-<liesel does not contain a 
trace of pea.nut oil. Most fuels are manufac-
tured using soybean oil. Gene Gebolys, presi-
dent of World Energy Alternatives, believes 
that soybeans are the most practical source of 
ingredients at the present time. Nevertheless, 
waste oil from landfills, rapeseed oil and recy-
cled grease are all on the ingredient lists of 
bio-<liesel manufacturers nation wide. 
Although B-20 is the most popular blend, and 
the debut fuel at Bard, bio-<liesel is available 
in any concentration, up to 100% vegetable 
oil, both virgin and recycled . Marty Reisinger 
cheerily points out that all blends are mixable, 
so if Bard decided to buy a blend with higher 
vegetable oil content it could be mixed with 
existing oil in the tank without nasty results. 
Bif we were to run all Bard maintenance 
equipment on B-20, we could reduce our 
emissions by 20% and would be supporting a 
budding ecologically friendly industry. 
In Marty's view, as in that of most 
ecologically conscious folks, this is well worth 
the slight cost of such a switch. A school like 
Bard, with a graduate program in 
Environmental Policy, should be very con-
cerned with ecological ratings. UMass 
received a congratulatory thumbs-up from the 
World Wildlife Federation, which published a 
report on their progress. There is no reason 
why Bard wouldn't receive similar national 
approval, and hopefully, it would encourage 
other colleges to g? B-20. 
Marty tentatively speaks of the Bard Shuttle 
its rounds with a colorful slash of lettering 
along it's side panel reading. ' Powered by Bio-
Diesel.' With a few months of good behavior 
on the part of the Bard dump truck, pressure 
for less environmental emissions, higher envi-
ronmental ratings, support for a growing envi-
ronmentally conscious industry (or at least a 
cost conscious industry promoting a good 
thing), and student support, Bard College 
could exclusively purchase bio-<liesel for all 
compatible machinery. 
According to the National Bio-<liesel board, 
bio-<liesel production is expected to escalate 
to between 20 and 25 million gallons this 
year. 
November 4, 2002 
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Abandon Abandon Abandon, the new Katie Holmes movie, is the story of Katie Burke. She is a . ,college senior, who, from the beginning of the film, has stress induced emo-
tional problems over her thesis, plans for next year, and issues surrounding 
,.the disappearance of her boyfriend two years ago. Her stress is elevated when the investigation opens up by Michael Morini 
again and Katie is frequently being questioned by detective Wade Handler (Benjamin Bratt). When Embry Larkin (Charlie Hunnam), the 
lost boyfriend, comes back and seems to be stalking Katie, Katie needs to choose between Wade, who Katie eventually falls for, Embry, 
or to let go of her emotional attachment to men and attempt to go on alone. 
Stephen Gaghan's first directorial attempt, Abandon, had some memorable moments but generally didn't work as the entertain-
ing, suspenseful thriller it was tagged to be. The script, which was written by Traffic writer Stephen Gaghan, was at times very rich and 
,,. intelligent, but, unfortunately, the story panned out to have a pretty pre-
1ctable ending. The cinematography showed the most potential of anything in the film. Although most of it was shot just 
like any other Hollywood feature, Abandon surprisingly had its moments. The composition of some of the shots was very 
photographic and interesting. The cinematography of shoVcounter shot sequences was of the most interesting and cre-
t1ve that I have seen. 
As always, Katie Holmes was wonderful. She has definitely established herself as quite the actor and has made a 
name for herself as one of the best young actresses in Hollywood today. With her performances in Wonderboys and The 
Gift she has definitely moved on from her adolescent Dawson's Creek reputation. Katie's roomate, Samantha Harper, 
played by Zooey Deschanel (Almost Famous), also stole the screen. Her part was very well written and she was amazing. It 
as wonderful to see such a wonderfully written, quirky character in such a straight thriller. 
Overall this movie blew pretty damn hard. If you are in love with Katie Holmes, go see this movie. If you are relat-
d to Katie Holmes. definitely go see it. If, for some reason, you are in love with Benjamin Bratt, go see this movie. If you 
re in love with Charlie Hunnam. don't see it because his character is such an asshole. If you are really bored this Friday 
night and you've seen every other movie the theatre has to offer, see it. If not, don't waste your til"(le. Go pick your nose. 
-- -Bowling For 
Columbine, 
Strike for Michael 
Moore 
[by Elizabeth Daley I 
Bowling for Columbine is not just a movie, it is a move-
ment. Michael Moore urges Americans to take a critical 
look at their lifestyles and question their behaviors, using 
the incident that occurred at Columbine High school as 
incentive. Why is it that in America 11,127 people die each 
year from gun shot wounds compared to only165 deaths in 
Canada? Even if we take in to account the population dif-
ferences (The United States has 8.8 times more people) 
that would leave Canada's death toll at a modest 1,452. 
How do guns end up in the hands of American six-year-
he or she is not close enough? 
olds? Contrary to popu-
lar belief, Americans 
and Canadians both 
have equal access to 
firearms. Americans 
and Canadians both 
watch the same 
Hollywood blockbusters 
' and listen to the same 
music. Though the 
racial makeup of both 
countries is different, it 
is not dramatically dif-
ferent. Canada is larg-
er with fewer people, so 
does that mean you 
can't shoot at your 
-neighbor just because 
In his film, Moore explores American gun culture, 
using his own life experience in his hometown of Flint, 
Michigan as a starting point. Moore speaks with local mili-
tia members who, aside from having shot at targets with 
Timothy Mcveigh, believe that "if you are not armed, you're 
in dereliction of duty." The militia shows Moore that though 
they may seem to be humorless gun nuts, they really do 
have a sense of humor. They cite their calendar, "Militia 
Babes," featuring girls with guns, as one of the more fun 
and normal aspects of their group. Moore opens an 
account in a local bank that offers a free gun to certain 
members and walks out of the bank with his very own hunt-
ing rifle. Irony is not lost on Moore who points out every 
humorous and tragic nuance of American life. We live in a 
consumer culture that has warped our moral values in 
order to sell us better ones. In an interview with some old 
classmates of Columbine murderer Eric Harris (kids who 
went to school with Harris when he lived in Michigan), one 
teenager admits to Moore that though he was the number 
two suspect on a bomb threat list, he wished he were num-
ber one. "I really wanted to be number one at something in 
my town, you know. Even if it was something bad like a 
bomb threat list. " 
Moore interviews James Nichols another Michigan 
resident and brother of McVeigh's accomplice Terry Nichols. 
James, a soybean farmer is far from your average hippie. 
He speaks candidly with Moore about the raiding of his 
farm directly after the Oklahoma 
City bombing. James speaks of 
how he was perceived as a threat 
when really all the dynamite and 
bomb material and all the firearms 
on his property were no more 
unusual than anything a normal 
farmer would have. James states 
that his reputation for having a 
gun down every pantleg "was per-
petuated by people telling 
lies ... actually mostly by my ex 
wife." It is the human aspect of this documentary that 
grips the viewer. Moore doesn't present news; he tries to 
present the people behind it. James Nichols stands on his 
front porch and describes McVeigh as "a nice guy who 
stayed here for a long time, maybe six months at a time." 
James then brings Moore into his bedroom to show him the 
.45 magnum under his pillow. James jokingly cocks the 
gun and points it to his temple. In this one idiotic gesture, 
it becomes painfully obvious how so many Americans die 
from gunshot wounds- sheer stupidity. In another case of 
sheer stupidity, some cadets decide it would be fun to 
dress a dog up like a hunter and attach a gun to its back. 
The gun discharges and shoots someone in the shin. · 
WHAT FUCKING RETARDS!! Maybe people this stupid are 
better off as casualties. Maybe this is just the modern 
form of Darwinism. 
However, this Darwinism does not apply to six-
yea r-olds that bring guns to their classrooms. Moore 
explores the racial and class factors that he believes played 
a role in the death of a young white girl at the hands of her 
young black male classmate and the reactions to the inci-
dent. Through an animation sequence, Moore shows the 
vilifying of the black male in an historical context. He 
believes racism plays a large role in the culture of fear, 
which , according to him, permeates American society. This 
'culture of fear' is the most concrete conclusion Moore 
offers as to why American's feel the need to shoot each 
other, however even this is a weak conclusion. Just 
because watching the news in America is a scary experi-
ence, does not necessarily mean that we will be more likely 
to shoot each other. 
Though Bowling for Columbine sets out trying to 
find the reason for so much gun violence ln America, it 
never finds THE reason because there is not just one. 
Toward the end of the fi lm, Moore finds himself searching 
to give the audience the conclusion he feels they desire. 
As Moore points out in his film, all Americans wa nt some-
one to blame. We want to know who to aim our shotguns 
at. Bowling for Columbine is terribly disappointing when in 
one of his last interviews, Moore asks Charlton Heston 
(head of the NRA), why he held an NRA rally in Columbine 
shortly after the shooting and why there was another rally 
after the six year old girl was shot in Michigan. When 
Heston does not answer, Moore takes out a photo of the lit-
tle girl who was killed by her classmate and urges Heston 
to look at it. Old geezer Heston hobbles away in a 
Mr.Burnsesque fashion and Moore, (in what I saw as an 
overdramatic statement), leaves the little girl 's photo 
propped up against Heston's house. 
Though the NRA is a horrible organization, it is as easy a 
target as Marilyn Manson, (who eloquently defends himself 
in Moore's.film). I thought the point of Moore's film was 
that gun violence in America is a complex issue and that 
there are real people involved. There are children whose 
lives are cut short due to firearms. In the Heston interview, 
Moore looses his generally open-minded interviewing tac-
tics. Heston does not open up to Moore as many of his 
other interviewees do. At times, Moore appears to forget 
what all of his work is based 
on-the plight of the average 
American. He ends up over-
shadowing some of the films 
best moments with his own 
overpowering personal ity. 
When Moore accompanies 
Columbine students to K-
Mart headquarters to change 
the K-Mart po/icy of selling 
bullets, he doesn 't step back 
and let the boys speaK for 
themselves. He doesn't allow us to see the boys as people, 
but rather shows them as victims whom he will help. 
At its best and most effective, Moore shows 
footage from the security cameras in Columbine high 
school with the audio f rom phone calls from agitated par-
ents and teachers trapped inside the school. The audio 
from this footage includes a call from the father of one stu-
dent. "I understand that there has been a shooting at 
Columbine high school" a male voice says says, "I am afraid 
my son Dylan Klebold may be involved.' "Involved in what 
way sir," asks the emergency operator, "are you afraid he 
has been wounded?" "No" says the father, his voice shak-
ing, 'I am afraid he is one of the shooters." 
Overall , Moore has created one of the most politi-
cally and emotionally moving films I have seen in a VERY 
long time. Though the film has a few glitches, the 
resources Moore uses to explore the issue of gun violence 
are tremendous. The fact that the film was bought by 
United Artists for 3 million dollars for American release, 
(the most ever paid for a documentary), is a testament to 
the work and intelligence Moore has put into this film (yes, 
in America everything does come down to money). Moore 
is a true patriot in his seemingly unpatriotic questioning of 
his country's policies. He is the thinking man that is not as 
rare in America as us thinking Americans think. 
,~ J~o~e.mbsr'J4! 2002 
Knockaround Guys 
by Chelsea Doyle 
I went eagerly to the local movie the-
ater on our delightful fall break, excit-
ed to see a vanety of movies that I 
have been anticipating for months. 
The very first of them was 
"Knockaround Guys", an 
action/ drama movie from New Line 
Cinemas. I will be very honest: the 
only reason I wanted to see this 
movie 1s because I am a fanatical fol-
lower of all movies featuring Seth 
Green. Unfortunately, not even his tal-
ent could keep this movie afloat. The 
story line is this: Matty Demaret 
(Barry Pepper) is the son of a mob 
boss, and for the entirety of his life 
has stayed away from the dark deal-
ings his family specializes in. He is 
unable to get a regular job despite his 
intelligence and ability because of his 
father's fame and, so he begs his 
#jfather and his uncle, Teddy (John 
Malkovich), to give him a chance to 
work for them. They allow him to 
arrange a transport of a bag of money 
for a drop, and he trusts his ex-drug 
addict friend Marbles (Seth Green) to 
do this drop for him. Naturally, 
Marbles loses it to two teenage ston-
ers, and the movie erupts into a 93 
minute drone about betrayal and 
"honor between friends." Vin Diesel is 
,j~}~@< 
there only as eye candy and to be the beef stick he naturally plays. The 
fourth of the group is Andrew Davoli, as insignificant as the idea of an 
interesting plot could be in this story. 
Suffice to say, the story was flat and uninteresting. It was diffi-
cult to get attached to these characters, because they just kept screwing ~' 
up. The main character was rather dry, coming across as a whining weak-
ling who trusts someone else to always clean up his messes. There are 
some funny moments, as these four New York mobster children are in a 
little town in Montana where everyone looks at them strangely and 
makes classic dumb "hick-like" comments. In the end, however, it is a 
mediocre movie that could have taken advantage of the talent from 
Pepper, Malkovich, and Green into more serious consideration, but 
instead it fell flat. 
by Henry Casey 
Roger Avary's new film, Rules of Attraction takes the teen movie formula that many are used to and turns it on it's ass. 
Where else are you going to see a bitter James Van Der Beek (The Dawson) downing a bottle of JD, dealing drugs and 
being partially responsible for a girl's suicide? The film revolves around the lives of 3 students at a fictional college 
(based on Bennington), where fucking is all that matters to some people. One thing that makes this movie particularly 
interesting is a technique where scenes are shown in a state of rewind, to cut from one person 's situation to another's 
1n the same area. The film uses a backwards storytelling technique though, where the movie starts and ends at the 
same time point, that was used in the last major picture that Avary wrote for, Pulp Fiction. You probably will read this 
review too late to see the movie, sadly enough, but I have to recommend it, if only for a rental. Only one sentence can 
explain the greatness that is RoA: Fred Savage as a junkie, shooting up between his toes. In theatres now. 
T h e T r a n s p 0 r t e r by Chelsea Doyle 
I am beginning to think that there has not really been an original or interesting idea for a movie in years. Now they all 
seem to be meaningless dribble, only violence and action sequences. They use stories that have already been done, sto-
ries from comic books, or stories from books that have been kicking around for decades. The Transporter, from 20th 
Century Fox, is a version of the "violence and action" movie. It stars Jason Statham as an Ex-Special Forces operator who 
hires himself out as a mercenary transporter, taking criminals and illegal things from place to place, while keeping the 
front as a normal man living in France. He has his money, his precious BMW, and his rules, which make his life exceedingly 
orderly and flawless. Until, of course, the girl enters in. Classic girl in trouble, needing a big strong man to save her, but in 
~this case she is a lovely woman who is also the package he is instructed to bring. He goes against his third rule, which is to 
• '!f' :~"-~ ~ never look in the package, and meets the vapid, wide-eyed Lai, played by Shu Qi. From then on, it is all action, action, and 
t,tt· · 17Cf-~ more action, with Statham putting Jackie Chan to shame with some fairly impressive fighting skills. 
There are no surprises in this movie. If after watching the first ten minutes you feel that you know what will hap-
pen in the end, you are more than likely right. Neither of the main actors have to do much acting. Shu Qi has to look sexy 
(which she does at one point by wearing only underwear completely soaked head to toe) and pathetically sugary-sweet. 
Statham is the stoic: 'l-don't-give-a-damn-about-anyone-but-myself-except-when-a-pretty-girl-gets-involved-and-now-1-am-sud-
denly-a-hero." F~ankly, if you are interested in seeing decent to good action sequences, it is worth the money. If you are 
looking for something with any kind of plot or story you will find 1t seriously lacking, and probably tear your hair out at the 
simplicity of it all. 
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Author Interview: Stephen Chambers jby JacobHCotting§ffi] 
JC: "Kickboxer 11· was practically indecipherable to 
those who didn't see "Kickboxer.' Do you have to have 
read "Hope's End" to understand "Hope's War?" 
Unlike the cases of the Kickboxer Cycle and other 
sequels such as 'The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II: 
The Secret of the Ooze," I think "Hope's War" can be 
read without necessarily being familiar with 'Hope's 
End." I've tried to keep a "Godfather II" relationship 
between "Hope's War" and "Hope's End," where knowl-
edge of the original will help with characterization, etc. 
in the sequel , but it is not absolutely essential. I think 
"Hope's End" has a very different-and hopefully more 
fulfilling-effect if someone has read "Hope's War" and 
vice versa. 
>Did you write "Hope's War" before 9/11? 
Yes, I wrote most o'f "Hope's War" about a month or so 
after finishing "Hope's End," which would have been in 
my junior year of high school: 1997 - 1998. Though, 
there are a few parts that I added during my first few 
years in college in 1999 - 2000. I think the discrepan-
cies in style between the parts is noticeable, and it 
works within the framework of the book, as you have 
two simultaneous timelines. 
> Do you think of Blakes as having any similarities to 
Osama? 
First of all. who is Blakes and who is Osama? Osama to 
my way of thinking is one of the leaders of a radical , mil-
itant group based out of places like Afghanistan who 
called for an anti-American crusade/war in the after-
math of 9/11. Blakes: a pseudo-anarchist at the end of 
the twenty-fi rst century who uses the decline of the 
West to advance his own ideologies. Certainly there are 
similarities. but that only goes so far in my mind. 
Osama is the leader of a terrorist organization. Blakes 
is initially a terrorist, but when he discovers that sheer 
death and destruction aren't particularly effective at 
achieving change, he moves into the arena of politics. 
Were people like Hitler, Stalin and Pol Pot terrorists? If 
so, then Blakes qualifies. But what differentiates him 
from Osama in my mind is also what makes him a much 
more frightening person for me; albeit a fictional one. 
Blakes is willing to conform to the system to destroy the 
system. Osama is not. Blakes discovers what will work 
to achieve his ends, while Osama thought the 9/11 
attacks would somehow curb the spread of American 
influence around the world . If anything, the opposite 
has happened. In a sense, Osama is an early Blakes-
before he is arrested and forced to rethink his methods. 
That said, Blakes has the luxury of operating about sev-
enty or eighty years from now, in a time when the 
Western world is looking for anything that it can use and 
champion to fight off the threat of Eastern production in 
places like China. How do you cor:npete with an 
advanced society that outnumbers you five-to-one? You 
attack. That's what Blakes pushes and that's what the 
west, in a sense, wants to hear anyway. 
JC > lhe theocratic government of Hope seems to com-
bine elements of Nazism and Old School ritualized 
Christianity. Why these two power structures? 
SC > The short answer is because I went to Catholic 
schools. The long answer has to do with the man who 
created them, Blakes. If there haven't already been 
enough book spoilers, I'll give a few more. Blakes is a 
clone of William Blake created in the mid-21st century. 
He's kind of a nut, and he's working from a framework 
wherein he believes that he remembers his previous life 
as the William Blake we all know and love. 
That said, Blakes needs to create a system in the city of 
Hope that he can use to legitimize his dictatorship and 
to keep the people in line for generations to come. On 
Earth, he adopts the Nazi flag as a symbol of Western 
power. I believe that in another eighty -years-with the 
exception of a roomful of History Channel documentary 
makers- nobody will really remember who the Nazis 
were. So when Blakes adopts their methods and sym-
bols, particularly in the face of a seemingly invincible 
and non-Western foe like China, he finds support. 
Granted he does a little more than scoop up a flag and 
get the West to support him, but they're falling behind 
and they know it-he shows them a way (a horrible way, 
but a way)-out. 
The Church of Hope grows out of Blakes's fascination 
with his own writings and his self-deification and insani-
ty. So that Sieg Heil becomes the motto of the Church-
which uses a swastika flag-'Life Over Lies'. 
JC > Blakes is a clone. Does his character reflect any of 
your own feelings about advancing technology 
SC > Absolutely. I'm going to be cremated so that no 
one ever has t)1e temptation to dig me up and clone 
another one of me as a pet. My feeling is this: because 
of the way people are wired, technology-all technology-
will eventually be implemented in every extreme way 
possible. Ra ilroads can be used to transport food and 
create infrastructure, etc. Or they can be used to trans-
port people to death camps. They've been used for 
both. Cloning is the same way. 
If you can dig somebody up, grind his or her bones, and 
pop out a clone, why wouldn't you? We're almost to that 
point, and actually I think another legitimate question is: 
why would you? People will clone dead people, but 
why? Just for the heck of having a young, genetic . 
match of William Shakespeare running around? After 
all, it wouldn't actually be the big Will S., it would be his 
identical twin. The solution to this problem in "Hope's 
War' is pretty cynical, I admit, but I also think it's fairly 
possible. 
> What did you learn from writing your first book that 
came in handy while working on this second one? 
Good question. The main thing I think I've. learned with 
these two books is that 90 percent of writing isn't actu-
ally writing. It's editing and waiting for checks to arrive 
so you can pay for minor things like electricity and heat. 
These books-"Hope's End" more than "Hope's War·-
both changed an enormous amount after Tor bought 
them. You edit and edit and hope that it's done, and 
then you edit it some more until you never want to see it 
again, and then you work on it some more and think 
about how awfully it's written and close your eyes and 
hope that you never have to think about it again. So 
writing's a lot like dealing with a hostage situation. The 
book is the hostage, and it keeps screaming, and you 
have to keep pummeling it, and eventually-inevitably-
you toss it down the stairs and try to forget about it. 
>Any non-literary tie-ins (i .e. scripts, comics) on the hori-
zon? 
I'd love to write comic books, actually. Love reading 
good comics, and I think they're an under-appreciated 
art in the U.S., though that's begun to change to some 
extent. But, like everything else-just as when we read a 
book like "1984," we're not reading science fiction but 
literature-when we read a good comic, now we're read-
ing a graphic novel . The pretentiousness about these 
things irritates me. If it has boxes and drawings and 
words in bubbles, it's a comic. End of story. 
So yes. Also, I'd like to be involved in movies somewhat 
in the same way I'd like to be an astronaut: there are a 
great deal of things I probably should have already have 
done or should pursue in the future if I'm serious about 
it. And I probably will just stick to· fict ion, but wouldn't it 
be nice to see the Earth from the moon or have sex in 
zero gravity? I don't think that qualifies as 'on the hori-
zon,' but it's on my mind. 
> What are you working on currently? 
A totally different book actually. I'm waiting to write 
"Hope Book 3" for a little while. I wrote a bo.ok not that 
long ago, which I'm totally rewriting, which may eventual-
ly see the light of day. It's called "The Fires of Paris.' 
> Finally, are there any condescending English teachers 
from your past you'd like to say "fuck you" to? 
Yes. Sara Watson. 
. ' galore@emode.com Tests by Chelsea Doyle 
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Ever wondered what breed of dog you 
would be? How about what color your aura 
is, or who your celebrity match could be? 
Well , cheer up quiz fans; www.em ode .com 
is just the place for you. On this page you 
can find thousands of fun quizzes to take, 
from personality trait to relationship 
quizzes or quizzes judging your health. 
They even have a brand new Match test, 
which gives you the chance to find pen-pals 
all over the world with traits and interests 
common to yours. With over two million 
users, you can be certain to find new 
friends , and to learn something new about 
yourself in the process. My only warning is 
that as you find more and more quizzes you 
wish to take, the site can become addictive 
and homework can become secondary to 
learning your "flirt style" or favorite coffee 
flavor. 
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mike, you're a Pug! 
No bones ab!lut '1 t, you're an 1ntelh9ent, playful Pug. W1ttv and charming, you're 
a lot of dog wrapped 111 a small package . People JUSt love you - a wonderful 
approachability and sense of humor put you at the top of e>:eryone's list. Keep 
reading for more ilbout your C·\iO!h P•'r<on;1h tv . · 
So you're smiling, right? 
We know r.o th1ng's more fun than reading about yourself. Are you sure you 
don't want t!l get that feeling delivered to your inbox with Your Emode-the 
newsletter that's all about you7 Here's a ~.i!Jnn!g . It's as free as the smile on 
your face! Ci.cl ro s:qn 1.;p• 
A&E editor Michael Morini tested the site and now knows his canine equvalent is a . .. pug. Great. 
Red Hook Curry 
House 
After hearing Yoko Ono pronounce, in the midst of a rave applause, "I love you all, you are all my broth-
ers and sisters," I darted for the door to go have some grub at the Red Hook Curry House. Sophie 
Cassidy happened to be turning a whopping 19 years of age, and in honor of this celebration we (the 
select elite invitees) were treating ourselves to a buffet feast. Now it just so happened that about half 
of the guests showed up with only 50 cents, praying to God that someone would spot them a few 
bucks. I came with $5, alas, the buffet was an overwhelming $9.99. Not so bad in reality, consider-
ing you can eat huge piles of curried EVERYTHING. But at a desperate time like this, the dough was 
simply not going to fly. 
Liese B. Mayer and I consulted our financial situations with one another and ultimately 
decided to go in on one plate and share the riches. This worked out beautifully because Liese iust 
charged the dinner, and I still haven't paid her back. We ate some shredded chicken, rice, potato pan-
cakes, fried onions, and, best of all, nan and poori (both Indian breads). The food was extremely 
heavy and greasy. If you dig that in combination with crazy curry-ness then this place was made for 
you. Personally, I felt a wee bit sick afterwards. But I thoroughly enjoyed eating the food at the time. 
It's ki.nd of like eating too much Chinese food. I don't know about you , but I always e~ioy the act1v1ty 
and then afterwards I want to vomit. 
I did see the menu wh ich looked very good. There are tons of choices. I don 't remember 
what Sophie ordered, but it looked fabulous and she testified to its quality. She was also given a large 
basket of bread. I suppose the birthday girl came with a few more bucks then the rest of us buffet-
bound guests. Next to me, Henry Gwazda and Tim Abbondella were shoveling it in and making some 
sort of moaning and "umm" noises. I guess they were enjoying themselves. 
The breads are excellent and I recommend the restaurant on account of them. Fluffy, rich . 
buttery, warm. Go eat some. And if you wish, share a plate with a friend or even an aquaintance. 
Why not? But watch out for the waiters. They're out to catch naughty kids sharing one plate. The 
best thing about the Red Hook Curry House 1s the atmosphere- a semi-<:reepy, musty joint from the 
early 80's. Go check it out and eat some damn good bread. 
BUT BEWARE. Your clothes smell like shit when you leave. So either wash them right away 
or put some new ones on. Or, if you're anything like me, pretend you don 't notice and wear the same 
clothes for the next week. 
B••• c : . Book Review: Hope's War 
I 
i 
ado lescent who has grown up in a ci vi lizat ion that has no 
clear idea of its roots . 
111 
Stephen Chambers burst forth on the Sci-Fi literary scene last 
year like a baby elephant breaking water. Signed to a two 
book contract by science fiction publishing giant Tor while still 
in high school , most of Chambers ' attention came from the 
fact that he was such a young author. Wh i le his first novel , 
Hope 's End , wasn ' t pr inted unt i l last August the follow up, 
Hope 's War, went through the editing stages much quicker, 
arriving on shelves a couple months ago . The second install-
ment marks a significantly more mature approach to the story, 
originally crafted by Chambers when he was seventeen . 
The Hope novels center aroun d a city built on another 
planet in the d istant f uture. The protagon ist , Vel , is a reluc-
tant and struggling king, a role foisted upon him in the first 
book and further developed in the second as he guides the 
city through an unexpected winte r and civil war due to food 
shortages. Hope's War manages to take several of the char-
acters and ideas that were introduced in the first book and 
trace their roots to a near future that is frighteningly plausi-
ble , given current events . Chambers , who graduated from the 
Un ivers ity of Ch icago in three years with a History degree , 
uses his knowledge of that field to map larger power struc-
tures and tendenc ies , evident in the past, onto a futuristic 
and yet , historic, landscape. Hope is founded by humans sev-
eral centuries in the future and the first book concerns a civ i-
lization many years after the found ing of that first and only 
c ity. It is a world that misappropriates imagery and power, in 
the form of total itarian regimes, feudalism , the papacy in the 
Middle Ages , and theocrac ies in general. It is a story of an 
Hopes War draws the line from a near future that is 
devoid of a certain humanism currently and vis ibl y present 
today. The story of violent spiritual ity, and the roots of power 
within nations and ind ividuals , Hopes War illustrates the 
struggle of passing on any her itage, no matter its noble 
cla ims. The counterpart to Vel is Blakes, the founder of Hope 
and an exiled po litical and spiritual revolutionary. Imagine a 
mix of L. Ron Hubbard and Mao. The novel seems to question 
the fanaticism needed to achieve world-altering results, while 
at the same t ime asser t ing th e powe r of an in divi dual 
equipped with such committed devot ion to change th e world 
around him. 
1 1 
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The story is told in a f luid prose style that easily 
enables one to imagine a fictional world by latching onto what 
you know as a modern human. A quick , fast moving story line 
is highlighted by its sh ifts between Hope and Earth circa 
2070 . The landscape and scenes of the novel unfold with 
visual possibilities that practically scream to make the story 
into a movie . Some of the dialogue and scenes st i ll have an 
awkward teenage feel to them , although it works because 
most of the central characters are fairly young, and , well , i t is 
science f iction . Still , the novel is worth reading even to those 
like myself who are not normally drawn to the genre . It will 
take you a week and you ' ll have an interesting time see ing 
how Chambers bu i lds one world , while describing the destruc-
t ive nature of an exist ing one . 
October 29th may not be my birthday, but 
this year it sure as hell felt like it. Vice City, 
the Sequel to GTA 3 (the greatest video 
game ever) came out on this day, and like 
the second coming of Christ, all was made 
right with th is return. If you don't know 
what th is game series is about. first of all 
get out from underneath Austra lia! In 
these games you play a criminal, working 
in a city based on a real life one, and com-
mit many crimes (mass murder, bank rob-
bery, and of course auto theft ) in the 
process of t rying to make yourself the head 
honcho of the illegal underground. In this 
ed it ion, you play Tommy Vercetti (voiced by 
Ray Liotta), an ex-con who freshly released 
from prison, find himself up to his ankles 
in shit in Vice City (think Miami circa 
1980). Your main mission is to get the 
.cocaine and money you lost in a drug deal, 
avenge the carnage that happened there, 
and get the coke and cash back to your 
boss Sonny Forelli (voiced by Tom 
Sizemore). Think those actors are big? You 
haven 't heard the least of it; the cast 
includes Dennis Hopper, Burt Reynolds, 
Luiz Guzman and Lee frick in' Majors! Back 
to the gameplay: the game manages to be 
even more fun than GTA3, with motorbikes 
and helicopters to ride, businesses to pur-
chase, and even more aquatic missions. 
You can either do the missions you're 
given, or just go on a rampage, tearing the 
city up. While my roommate was supposed 
to go meet a character in the game, I ~tart­
ed to write this article, when what do I hear 
but him shout ing, "HOBO!". I looked back at 
the TV to notice that my roommate had 
driven a dune buggy onto the beach and 
ran over a homeless man for the fun of it. 
These actions were repeated multiple 
times. If this sounds like a good time to 
you (remember it's all pretend), pick it up 
at your nearest video game dealer. Not for 
the moral or fa int of heart. And if anyone 
blames this game for America 's gun nuts, 
just realize that Japan, the home of vio-
lence in videogames, has a remarkably 
lower number of deaths by guns than the 
US does. In stores now. 
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Foo Fighters: One By One 
[by Henry Casey [Dave Grohl isn't his ._ _______ _.. usual hyper self any-
more, not the Dave we know from "There is 
Nothing Left to Lose". Somewhere between his gig!,. ...... 
• . in the band W 
iUH!Ullt(\ l'* ~i~M 
!~.· '" ...  
. J , 
~ 
Queens of the 
Stone Age and 
during the 
Nirvana rights 
battles with 
Courtney Love, I 
think Dave has 
gotten a tad 
angry. The song 
"Disenchanted 
Lullaby" is just 
like 1t sounds, instead of a happy lulling song 
what we get is Mr. Grohl shouting in the chorus ' I 
m!!Y be scattered, a little shattered, what does it 
matter? No one has a fit like I do." This sense of 
despair over one's situation in life spotlights Mr. 
.... 
Grohl's more bitter side. Moments like these are frequent over the album, but that doesn't stop the Foo from having a good number of fast paced riffs. Even on the introduction to the 
album's first single, "All my Life", the group combines a fast rhythm and one of Dave's quieter tones of voice, for a moment that seems like what NIN would be if Trent Reznor decided to 
have a little more melody. Also doing a great job on this album, is drummer Taylor Hawkins, who supplies a good background on the album's mellower moments, where it's just him and 
Dave and the moody drum beats help emphasize the pain. 
Whenever the Foo's are mentioned, a Nirvana refe rence is never far behind. Unsurprisingly, Dave does not shy away from doing things that could cause comparisons to arise. Here, he 
continues to push his voice to a state that is more raspy and involves more screaming like Cobain's. But as Grohl screams, "I will comeback!" at the end of the final track, you start to 
think that he is trying to bring something new to the mix, something Nirvana rarely showed, hope. 
Nas - The Lost Tapes 
lby Henry Casey j 
When you listen to Nas' most recent material like "Got Yourself 
A Gun" or "One Mic", you don 't think the word delicate could 
ever describe him or his music. But when I got his new album 
The Lost Tapf'.S (a collection of his best rare songs), I was greet-
ed by a soft, piano-1sh beat that made me think that the album 
was really called ChopinMatic. The smoothness of the beats 
took Nas to a new level, making his voice sound harder and his 
words more intelligible. Lately, in hip-hop, I have liked the mas-
sive amounts of bass, but I think I needed a break, something 
witb a more down beat. This is not what you 'd call a party 
album; it's more like a headphones album or a sitting-alone 
album. Nas goes from talking about appreciating life on 
"Nothing lasts forever" to a spot-on commentary on the state of 
hip-hop and it's petty obsessions with ' No Idea's Original," and 
"Poppa Was A Playa" is an insightful song about the mistakes 
Nas' dad made in life. Overall this is not just a great album, but 
also a perfect appetizer for Nas' next album, "God's Son", 
which is set to drop on December 17th, a few weeks after Jay-
Z's next album (a double album by the way). Now, reloaded and 
ready, Nas should win this chapter. 
After the screening of "Mulholland 
Drive" this past Tuesday in Weis 
Cinema, you could definitely say that 
the general feeling in the audience 
(and there was a huge audience) was 
that of confusion. 
Sure, the acting was funny, 
pictures beautiful, and the Jove-making 
scenes looked great, but what was all 
that about? There is a sort of film that 
people are quite used to, one in which 
the story turns upside"<lown in the final 
few minutes - take "Usual Suspects," 
' Memento' or "Sixth Sense." Such 
twists are very useful in boosting box-
office sales: you watch 'Sixth Sense" a 
second time to see how the trick 
worked; you probably watch ' Usual 
Suspects" once more for the same rea-
son, though the twist itself does not 
give much additional interest (but the 
good gangster-movie remains). You 
watch "Memento" again and again, and 
every times it gets less interesting, the 
logic gets straight, and there's not 
much good in it after all - only David 
Bowie's song is still as awesome as it 
was (believe me, I watched the movie 
more than dozen times). 
It is different with "Mulholland 
Drive." Things fall apart in the final 
scenes, and even if you wanted to 
make sense of it, in the end you just 
give up and say, "Now this was a funny 
movie with children's horrors and some 
good music." Or: "I t's a pity they didn't 
let Lynch make a good TV-series, we'd 
be glad to see another "Twin Peaks,' 
but this is recycled material we have 
here, a document against the stupidity 
of TV-producers. 
This will probably never make 
you never want to watch the movie 
again. But - if you watch it a second 
time, there is a good chance you'll 
solve the puzzle in the end, and, as is 
always the case with puzzles, it is very 
obvious when solved. Making this kind 
of puzzle was not Lynch's intent when 
he started making what finally became 
this movie. There was a pilot made, 
about an hour and a half Jong, and it 
was rejected by producers. Perhaps 
the idea of Hollywood turning into such 
a nightmarish place just didn't work for 
them. Anyway, this pilot was shelved 
for some reason, and nobody would 
have ever known about it if Lynch had-
n't gotten the idea to turn it into a 
movie. 
The solution of this film 's puz-
zle is in no way hidden. The tagline 
says 'A Love Story In The City Of 
Dreams.' Now, this is mere logic: 
In the city of dreams how are 
the characters differentiated? 
- There is one that dreams and ones 
that are dreamed. 
What kind of love stories hap-
pen in the city of dreams? 
- Ones in which the dreamer uncon-
sciously dictates the dreamed. 
When does the dream end? 
- When something happens that , 
makes the dreamer unable to dream 
anymore. 
From just a few simple sug-
gestions, such as one that says 'when 
you die, you see dreams in which you 
can see your own dead body,' and you 
will get as clear picture as there could 
be. In fact, it is not occult sciences or 
numerology that you have to be skilled 
in to understand this movie. Rather, it 
is gender studies, sexual psychology 
and such things. 
What is interesting is that 
Lynch didn't intend it to be solved this 
way when he shot the· first part of film. 
The feeling of throbbing between two 
worlds is so upsetting here because it 
is Lynch's own experience that went 
into it. It is so hard for us to under-
stand that what we see is a dream 
because Lynch didn't know it was when 
he made it. What he had to do was 
what most skillful psychoanalysts 
would hardly be able to do: to recon-
struct the reality from the things which 
suddenly turned out to be a dream. 
Not that the waking wo~Jd proved to be 
in any way more pleasant than the 
world of dreams, but, though we can't 
say that we could not get better things 
if ABC had not rejected this project (we 
just don 't know what could we get), 
there is no doubt that Lynch made the 
best of the circumstances he was put 
in, creating a masterpiece in which he 
displays powers he would probably 
never have displayed if not forced into 
doing so. 
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Re(f}use 
CCS 10th Anniversary Exhibit reviewed. 
Feel Smart. [by-Katy Hurley I 
"There IS meantng in &verythmq we dO • 
j 
I 
m 
To celebrate the tenth anniversary 
of the Center for Curatorial Studies, 
the CCS gallery is currently display-
ing three exhibitions curated by 
alumni. The Exhibitions are: The 
Arch of Desire: Women in the 
Marieluise Hessel Collection, jointly 
curated by Cecilia Brunson and 
Ilaria Bonacossa; Re(f)use, by 
Rachel Gugelberger; and Text, 
Texture, Touch, by Tobias 
Ostrander. All three exhibitions draw 
on pieces from the collection of late 
20th-century art of Marieluise 
Hessel, founder of the CCS. They 
will be on display until December 
13, 2002. 
The Arch of Desire reflects feminist 
art's transition from the explicitly 
aggressive gender/power battles of the 1970s, to the more subtle tensions lying under 
the surface of contemporary work . It mixes works by both women and men, and com-
bines a variety of media, such as photography, oil paint, rubber, and piano mallets. 
Some of the pieces include: Cindy Sherman's untitled film still , an arrangement of neon 
signboards spelling out emotionally charged words (Bruce Nauman), and a sculpture of 
an orange rubber crib that appears to have been run over (Mona Hatoum). 
The exhibition accomplishes the goal of showing archetypes that feminist art has 
explored since the '70s and the ways in which feminist art has softened its voice. But it 
also tries to fit too many ideas under one roof, and as a result, it sacrifices the potential 
impact of a narrower theme that could unify the works with more force. On the other 
hand, maybe this is what the curators are aiming for - an exhibition that speaks softly 
but carries a big stick. 
As you continue through the gallery, you are surrounded by Re(f)use, the sec-
ond exhibition. Re(f)use is straightforward and impressively eco-conscious. Again, it 
includes many different types of media, including an assortment of found objects. Items 
that we see, use, and take for granted every day are recycled, and with them their 
meanings and uses are also recycled . Re(f)use reminds the viewer to search for mean-
ing in things we might undervalue. Like lettuce. One of the pieces that expresses this 
best is Futon Homeless by Gabriel Orozco (1992), a photograph of a futon mattress on 
the street positioned like a hunched-over homeless person. Although the subject of the 
photo is a discarded piece of old furniture, it motivates a part of you that wants to buy it 
lunch. 
Especially helpful are the quotations printed on the walls that explain why we are look-
ing at a bunch of junk. They even give the junk convincing philosophical panache. For 
example, the painted statement by H./Qenri LeFebvre really gets the garbage disposal 
in your brain churning: "The concept of everydayness (can) reveal the extraordinary in 
the ordinary.' Now if that doesn't make you feel lucky to be looking at a bunch of rub-
bish, I don't know what does. 
Text, Texture, Touch examines the relationship between words and the body. 
Some of its pieces achieve this simply, such as Felix-Gonzalez-Torres' Untitled (1992), 
a photographic portrait of the palm of a hand. Others provoke strong emotional reac-
tions, such as The Temptation of Saint Anthony-Der Tod II (1990) by Tim Rollins and 
K.O.S. This work displays the pages of a book, 
which are written in blood. 
Like Re(f)use, Text, Texture, Touch is con-.,, 
nected closely by a central theme. The diversity of 
media does not detract from its focus; rather, the 
multiple surfaces add to the ambiguity of the 
word/body relationship. Here we find that when the 
form of a word or a body changes in relation to its 
surroundings, its significance assumes a new 
shape as well . This show illustrates the possible 
shapes that are born when words and bodies 
meet. 
The three exhibitions are distinctly different in their 
themes and the ways in which they are stated. 
Re(f)use was my favorite because of its directness, 
but each successfully communicates a message 
that causes the viewer to look at the world from a 
new angle. The best way to see them and absorb 
the separate messages might be to make three 
trips to the CCS, giving each presentation the 
amount of thoughtfulness it invites. 
INCOMPLETE SCULPTORS: 16 October - 31 October 
2002, Fisher Studio Art lby Kelly Burdick I 13 
If you have ever found yourself purchasing art supplies from New 
York's The Complete Sculptor ('You supply the talent, we supply 
the rest. '), you may have taken an interest in a recent show that 
found itself hanging in the Fisher Arts Gallery this past month. 
The show, Incomplete Sculptors, was an exhibition featuring the 
combined works of three or JUnior studio art majors: Revel 
Woodard , Ben Wadler, and Jonathan Culp. It was neither a mod-
eration show nor a senior project ; instead it was, according to Ben 
Wadler, a product of exploring common issues and the 'cama-
raderie that develops when you're always working around each 
other.' But it seems that the work that filled Fisher's innermost 
gallery represents more than just a healthy working relationship, 
for those who saw the show would agree that each artist is untan-
gling s1m1lar problems. 
' I don ' t think it was until we brought the pieces into the 
space to set up that any of us realized how cohesive the whole 
thing was going to be," reflected Ben Wadler. And the show was 
certainly cohesive. Contained within the 20 or so pieces was a 
collecttve dialogue and a clever mixing of materials: objects were 
made from industrial polymers and dried glue, others contained 
growing grass, while still others returned to the traditional sculpt-
ing materials of wood, plaster, and metal. 
One of the more striking contributions to the show was 
Ben Wadler 's series of wooden frames . For this piece Ben took 
five different pieces of wood and carved each in way that com-
pletely emptied out various regions of the board. Each piece of 
wood . with it own pattern, was then affixed to another board of 
the same size that was covered with red velvet-where the board 
had been hollowed away, the red velvet was visible. The patterns 
that came out of 
"those interventions were truly remarkable and the result was a very decorative set of objects. The set of five construc-
tions were then hung side by side, creating a unified display. 
Their monolithic presentation (hung as if they were paintings in a series) seemed to me the least inventive aspect 
of the series, for I found that each frame was an exploration of the potential of the space and not, as they were dis-
played, a final resolution. It seems that Adam McCollum's 'surrogates' of the late 70's may be a fine precedent for 
showing that this sort of work can resist a linear display. 
J 
CD c a. 
~ 
Another peculiar object was Jonathan Culp's cabinet filled with growing grass . The box, which was stained as if it 
were of Joseph Cornell's time, was constructed out of wood and completed with glass panels that allow the viewer access 
inside. The object becomes humorous precisely when we begin to see the intersections in Culp's fabrication. He is both 
cabinetmaker and gardener-artist and cultivator. 
If we take Revel Woodard 's numerous balloon and polymer pieces, it seems as if the act of creation is just as 
important as the object that results. In these pieces Revel fills balloons with various polymers and then constrains the 
balloons with stings and other items. The result is that the balloons are exactly filled with sponge like forms; they 
become objects with a playful and alluring history. 
It seems as if all involved show us their playfulness and their ingenuity, and this is ultimately refreshing. They are 
making objects-truly inventive ones-by following their interests and exploring their potential as students and as sculp-
tors. When we reflect on this play, I think it begins to illuminate a large part of what it means to mature as an artist. ' I 
think,' says Ben Wadler, 'the bigger thing for us is bringing our respective visions to life.' 
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McCall vs. Aron(1witz 
Why I changed my vote for the Green Party 
by !Monica El kint~n I 
LAST MONTH BROUGHT three candidates 
in the upcoming election to the Bard MPR. 
On Monday, October 21st, Bard hosted 
Margaret Lewis, the Gree'n candidate for · 
Congress for our district, and Stanley 
Aronowitz, the Green candidate for 
Governor of New York. On Thursday, 
October 24th, Frank Stoppenbach, the 
Democrat running for Congress was here. 
These events were put together by TLS's 
Voting and Election Project and 
gizing sessions" from campaign officials in 
the city. They sent me ·a few signs and fly-
ers, including one in Yiddish that they 
called "the Jewish flyer," all of which I 
neglected to post. It was laziness and 
procrastination, but 
I mostly planned to put them up 
closer to Election Day. 
Of course, little old Bard means 
nothing to the big picture of the McCall 
campaign. With fewer than 200 students 
registered to vote here, and many of them 
graduated or otherwise away from cam-
pus, there is hardly any reason for 
Brooklyn, a former peace activist, and a 
former union organizer with UNITE cloth-
ing wockers union. He was kicked out of 
Brooklyn College for leading a sit-in to, · 
protest the suppression of a radical stu-
dent newspaper. He said a few things I 
disagreed with, like his criticism of not 
just the Electoral College, but the whole 
idea of Federalism in general. And he pro-
posed instituting a single tax instead of 
having to pay income taxes and sales tax 
and all the other taxes. The problem with 
that is that nob.ody wants to pay a large 
Jonathon Becker. For information 
on the Congressional candidates, 
please see the voting guide else-
where in this issue. 
As a registered democ-
rat that voted for Nader, I usually 
plan on voting forthe democrat 
unless the Green is really good. I 
had beeri planning to vote for Carl 
McCall, the democratic candidate 
for governor, since last spring. He 
has experience as state comptrol-
ler running the state budget, one 
thing incumbent Pataki has 
sum of money to the government when 
they could pay a lot of small to medium 
What Stanley 
Aronowitz lacks in 
good looks, he 
makes up in ideolo-
gy and knowledge. 
amounts. Overall, though, Aronowitz 
gets my vote over McCall. 
Early on, he informed the audi-
ence that McCall had come out against 
the war, but in support of the 
Congressional resolution giving 
President Bush authority to send 
ground troops into Iraq. Hillary Clinton 
shares McCall 's position, and I heard 
her ·say on the radio that she voted for 
the resolution because she thought sup-
port from Congress would send a mes-
sage to the UN to actually preclude war. 
But I don't buy any of the voting for war somewhat neglected with his 
deficit spending. McCall also has an 
excellent record on health care, and he 
did good things for education as a mem-
ber of the NYC school board. He's 
endorsed by the New York Times and the 
Sierra Club. Plus. I, like many voters, fig-
ured it was about t ime for a black gover-
nor of New York, and McCall really has a 
good chance at winning. 
So I signed up to help McCall's 
campaign as the Bard Campus 
Coordinator. 
Basically, that meant that I sub-
jected my voice mail and email inbox to 
repeated "updates" .and "campaign strate-
statewide campaigns to care about Bard 
at all. We called and emailed my contacts 
for the campaign about sending people to 
come speak at Bard, but they have 
repeatedly ignored invitations. 
Disappointed but still committed 
to McCall , I figured I would stop by the 
MPR last Thursday just to see how his 
Green rival compared. I suppose it was 
my own fault that I had neither listened to 
recent gubernatorial debates nor checked 
McCall's record on issues I really cared 
about, specifically the war on Iraq. 
What Stanley Aronowitz lacks in 
good looks, he makes up in ideology and 
knowledge. He's a professor at CUNY in 
to prevent war bullshit. And McCall never 
even said that. 
Aronowitz also reported McCall's 
position on the death penalty: although 
McCall is against capital punishment, he 
feels the death penalty is mandated by 
law, and as governor, he would have to 
enforce the law. This is a complete cop-
out to appease both sides. In no state is 
the death penalty ' mandated," and it's up 
to the governors of the states to commute 
death penalty sentences. The governor of 
Illinois even declared a moratorium on the 
death penalty there when he recognized 
how unfair it was. I would want to trust 
that any governor I supported would do 
the same thing. 
The clarification of McCall's posi-
tion on bo.th of these issues deeply dis-
turbed me. How could I be supp_orting a 
ca-ndidate who advocated institutional 
killing? I thought maybe Aronowitz's char-
acterizations of McCall's views were a lit-
tle exaggerated. After all,. the Green Party 
routinely embellishes moderate democrat-
ic positions. 
So I called and emailed my con-
tacts from the McCall campaign, asking 
them to clarify his positions on Iraq and 
the death penalty. After three .days, the 
Field Coordinator finally returned my 
email, saying he didn't know McCall's 
position on these issues, that he was too 
busy to find out, and for me to ask the 
Issues Director. The Issues Director still 
has not gotten back to me. If there's any-
thing a statewide campaign should be 
doing, it should be responding to the 
questions voters ask about issues. 
The New York Green Party, led by Stanley 
Aronowitz, has been pushing since spring 
for constructive debate about abandoning 
the mandatory sentences of the 
Rockefeller Drug Laws and standardized 
testing in schools. They have been con-
sistently supporting a living wage, renew-
able energy, and organic and sustainable 
agriculture with farmers' markets and co-
ops to support it. I usually tend to vote for 
a candidate that has a chance at winning, 
but when he supports state-sponsored 
murder, I just can't justify voting for him. 
To me, Stanley Aronowitz is the obvious 
choice. 
For more information, go to the 
candidates' websites at www.stanle-
yarono~itz.org and www.mccaU02.com. 
For questions about voting and the 
upcoming election, please contact me at 
me573/ x4082. 
Challenging Bard Afarhy 
Indifference about war is unacceptalJ~ Minafra' s 
by I Lola Pierson lbe moral causes, and at this 
particular demonstration Bard 
students made up a large per-
ON OCTOBER 26. approximately centage of this student popula-
1500 people stood in the lion. The protest veterans 
streets of Kinston to physically lo9ked around and smiled: not 
show their opposit ion to Bush's only were there people of all 
than "preaching to the choir", 
but what exactly does that 
mean? The more accurate ques-
t ion is "What does that imply?" 
In this exact case it implies that 
the students of Bard College 
know the facts relatively well , or 
war with Iraq . ages out for this demonstration, at least have the resources to 
Bard, and indeed all of but many of W h get them with 
the student groups represented the stu- en you comparative 
at the demonstration, added a dents were facility. Obviously, 
strong element of energy to the Bard stu- don rt 
event. One Bard student con- dents. 
not everyone 
affiliated with 
structed a mobile music maker 
out of a shopping cart, buckets, 
horns. and various other sup-
pl ies. Another group of Ba~d 
Students participated in a ban-
ner drop. The entire crowd 
cheered once the banner was 
hanging over Wall Street read-
ing "No Blood for Oil." Matt 
Dineen, a Bard Senior gave an 
impressive speech discussing, 
amongst other issues, the 
growth of the anti-war move-
ment. Joel Kover, a Bard profes-
sor also spoke about the United 
States government's transfor-
mation into a military regime. 
When it 
came time 
for me to 
write an 
opinions 
article, 
afterward, 
my choice 
of topic 
seemed 
immediately 
apparent: I 
oppose a 
system, 
your silence 
becomes 
approval. 
Bard necessarily 
agrees that the 
war with Iraq is a 
mistake or that 
protesting is an 
effective way of 
getting one's 
message across, 
but certainly the 
majority of the 
students here 
do. We were all 
proud that such 
It was clear at this 
protest that the students of 
America are on the streets 
standing up for they believe to 
would discuss the war on Iraq. 
After careful thought on what to 
write and how that would affect 
the Bard community I came to 
the conclusion that, as my fel-
low protestors suggested, writ-
ing an anti-war article for a Bard 
newspaper was nothing more 
a large number of Bard stu-
dents showed up and .participat-
ed in Saturday's activities, but 
compared to the population of 
the school as a whole we 
should be embarrassed. 
... continued on page 16 ... 
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War Residue 
Will America face another Vietnam? 
by !Jacqueline Moss I last Friday night I sat down in Weis and 
prepared myself for the three-hour long 
movie about Vietnam and the effect of war 
l'M SURE ·IF YOU'RE a Bard student, or one on people. 
of those extremely rare informed citizens, 
you haven't missed all the buzz about the 
proposed war on Iraq and the continuing 
"war on terrorism." I can't believe 
The three hours were well worth 
it. When I left the theater, tears were still 
streaming down my face, and the haunting 
melody of cavatina, the main theme of 
Vietnam. I cannot convey the beauty and 
the power of this film; words are poor vehi-
cles for what the movie expresses. I can, 
however, tell you that I see more and more 
similarities between the condition of the 
United States during Vietnam and the con-
dition of the United States now; the blind 
patridtism, the strong faith of many 
Americans in our President Bush's pro-
posed war on Iraq is 
being taken seriously by 
a Congress afraid that 
they'll lose their seats in 
the upcoming November 
elections because they 
may be seen as "unpatri-
otic," and that the public 
appears to be taking 
President Bush's pro-
posal seriously as well. 
Are we prepared to sacrifice 
our professed democratic 
principles, our. peace of mind, 
maybe even our lives to war? 
government, and the 
cause: we're saving 
the world. 
We are again 
faced with the pain, 
the turmoil, the 
immeasurable 
human suffering war 
creates. Do we real-
ly want to endure all 
that war entails? Do 
we really want to I know most of 
you are sick of September 11, and all it 
entails, but after September 11, I was 
scared. What if the draft was re-instated? 
Would I see my friends go off to war, 
protest, or flee to canada? Would I ever 
see my friends again, or would I only see 
them 1n body bags? These thoughts sent 
chills through me, and still do; all these 
things seem to become increasingly possi-
ble as the United States draws ever nearer 
to war. My parents lived through Vietnam, 
as your parents and grandparents probably 
did too. When discussing the possibility of 
war with my mom, she told me "they'll 
change their minds when they see the boys 
coming back in body bags." I pray, so hard, 
that things will not come to that. 
"The Deer Hunter", lingered in my mind. 
"The Deer Hunter" tells the story of three 
friends who enlist for the war in Vietnam, 
their experiences there, and how it affect-
ed their lives afterward. "The Deer Hunter" 
doesn't spend a lot of time showing what 
the characters went through while in 
Vietnam. Less 
than half of the 
film takes 
place in 
Vietnam; the 
focus is on how 
war, and experi-
ences during 
war, affect peo-
ple. But those 
vivid glimpses 
into the unbe-
intervene with the government of a free 
and independent people to serve our own 
ends? For oil? For money? To satisfy lob-
byists in Washington. Are we prepared to 
sacrifice our professed democratic princi-
ples, our peace of mind, maybe even our 
lives to war? I know I am not willing to give 
in to the propaganda 
that the President's 
administration is dis-
seminating; I do not 
believe a war against 
Iraq is just or wise. I 
do believe if our gov-
ernment pursued war 
against Iraq, historians 
would look back and 
say, like Barbara 
Tuchman states over 
Recently, the film "The Deer 
Hunter" was shown in Weis Cinema. My 
dad always told me I should see the movie, 
and over several years, I saw most it in bits 
and pieces as my dad would stop channel 
surfing whenever he saw it on TV. When 
the film committee discussed which films 
to get for the year, the only film I really 
wanted to get was "The Deer Hunter". So, 
lievable cruelty This could be you. (Screenshot from Deer Hunter, 1978) and over again in her 
of war, the inhumanity, the brutishness, novel The March of Folly, that President 
were more powerful and eloquent at con-
veying the horror of war, than anything yet 
I've seen about Vietnam. "The Deer 
Hunter" brings to life, powerfully and beau-
tifully, the effect on humanity, and the de-
glorifying of war in America because of 
Bush "pursued a course despite contempo-
raneous Cassandra-like warnings that wh.at 
he was doing was sheer folly." 
I do not want to see my friends in 
body bags. 
The Realist TraininQ" Bri2"ade 
CJ CJ 
The enemy of art is good taste 
by !Armando Mastrogiovanni !obvious answer that it was simply in bad 
taste - that you don't want to make peo-
ple panic, think you're dying, and ruin their 
IN ITS LAST ISSUE, the Observer published dinner and maybe even the rest of their 
an article that described and commented week, causing you embarrassment and 
on what is. by now, old news: the perfor-
mance of a seizure in Kline by the 
Surrealist Training Circus. The general drift 
of the article! as I understand it, is that 
since nobody got hurt, and even though 
the culprits were assholes, we should all 
forget about it and move on. The author 
claimed he chose this line of thought, 
complicating some of your friendships. 
This is certainly a valid and true 
point - but, I think, there is something more 
to such an obvious, common-sense way of 
addressing the issue. The seizure was a 
performance, a 'pretending,' that occupied 
a space not institutionally inscribed for pre-
tending - unless of course the perfor-
its function as a lie was maintained for a 
long enough time for it to impact the real 
space as though it were a real event, trig-
gering a whole mechanism and protocol 
engineered to deploy in "real space" pre-
ventative forces and measures that are 
designed to deal with a real-life seizure. 
Thus, people clear away tables and ask 
each other whether or not to jam a spoon 
in his mouth, and meanwhile someone 
else runs to call EMS, who, if had not been 
already warned by the clowns, would have 
been on their way immediately. 
instead of an argument 
regarding art theory or 
other useless intellectu-
al crap, because, I take 
it, this would be linger-
ing on the issue. 
Frankly, I feel as that 
lingering on the issue, 
especially in the form of 
intellectual crap, might 
yield some interesting 
results. 
What the logic of the 
seizure performance reveals 
is a theory 9f art - a theory 
of poetics and meaning. 
Once these preventative 
mechanisms kick in, then, 
everyone sees a solemn clown 
procession, and an obviously 
mock-surgery. The seizure, 
which had become the horrify-
ing center of attention now 
shows itself to be false - a fic-
tion. As such, it constitutes a 
rupture in the zone in which it 
occurs, a fracture in the sym-
bolic space that we prefer not 
To do so, then, I would argue that 
in fact the author is completely wrong; peo-
ple were hurt in some way by the· perfor-
mance - it somehow did exercise violence 
and force over the audience. People don't 
usually spit and throw water - acts that 
threaten others in a visceral, real way -
unless they feel they have been threatened 
in some very real way themselves. How 
can it be said, then, that the false seizure 
in Kline was a violent act? There is the 
mance is itself inscribed as false and 
therefore undermined, effaced at the 
moment of its very presentation. To efface 
a lie at the moment of its utterance, or to 
tell a lie in such a way that the listener 
knows that it is a lie she is hearing, is to 
strip the lie of its potency, of its function as 
a lie. The seizure performance, on the 
other hand, did not at first accent itself 
with any such irony whatsoever - instead, 
to think of as symbolic -
because it is real. Note, however, and this 
is the structure that endows the perfor-
mance with its violent force, that there are 
in fact two ruptures. The first is the imme-
diate appearance of the seizure when it is 
automatically inscribed as a real event. No 
one ever thinks that while she is eating 
dinner her friend will flip back in his chair, 
blood 
spurting ... continued on page 16 ... 
r11ai1.1t.1.t, 
the drab report 
by Michael Marlin, Jr. 
If it were up to me, people just wouldn't 
get pissed so easily. 
Sarcasm could never be 
offensive; jokes could never hurt some-
one's feelings; satire, no matter how 
vicious, would never cause outrage. 
People could say what they wanted 
without the worry of consequence. 
I recently had a discussion 
with a fellow student about an editorial 
that had been sent for publication in 
the Observer. After reading it, however, 
the editors (including myself) decided 
that if it were printed, the entire student 
body just might e~plode into fury, and 
protest an end to our humble college 
newspaper. And, more importantly, the 
article could have easily upset some 
individuals to tears, reminding them of 
traumatic memories they might have 
tried so hard to suppress. 
I don't need to explain what 
was said in the editorial. I respect the 
author's desire to express his opinions 
openly, but the fact remains that his 
words were blatantly offensive and they 
defied every conception of "political cor-
rectness." 
The student who approached 
me argued that he no longer liked the 
Observer because we would not print 
the article. He had read it and admitted 
that it was offensive, but he did not 
believe in its censorship. It was a clear 
rejection of freedom of speech, he told 
me. 
And I agree. In this case, we 
took away that freedom, but we took it 
away in order to prevent its harm unto 
others. I sometimes wish I could live in 
a world where we could say anything 
and everything without causing any 
anger. But we don 't; we have feelings. 
I believe that everyone should be able 
express themselves how they pleasE>, 
but I also believe in a- conscious deci-
sion to refrain from hurting others. 
A close friend of mine once 
ridiculed me because I said I would not1 
shave my head in fear that some peo-
ple might think I was skinhead (and, 
also, because I would look like an idiot). 
He argued that people's bad judgments 
were their own fault, not mine. I realize 
that I should not worry about what oth-
ers think, but I'd also just rather not 
piss off the one person who might inter-
pret my appearance the wrong way. For 
example, I wouldn't walk around with a 
giant swastika on my back just because 
I liked the design of the symbol. 
,s 
Don't get me wrong. I under-
stand that "offensive" statements to 
some people might be passionate ide-
ologies to others. Without pissing some 
people off we would never have had 
civil -rights movements or any other 
types of revolution that have challenged 
the opinion of the masses. And if we 
were ever to take away the freedom of 
speech, we could probably never ques-
tion the institutions that run our society. 
Right now, for example, an anti-war sen-
timent could easily offend and upset 
someone who may have lost a family 
member during the Gulf War and may 
still want revenge against Iraq. But that 
certainly does not mean that war 
should not be protested in that per-
son's presence. But that also doesn't 
mean that someone should say, ' Fuck 
you and family JTlember too ... No war!" 
B o t h . . ... continued on page 16 ... 
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Surrealism Revisited 
... continued from page 15, .. from his 
mouth while he flops so wildly and uncon-
trollably that she wonders if his back will 
break. This is for the individual some-
thing that is not inscribed as an event 
contained inside the horizon of possibili-
ties. And then, suddenly, there it is in all 
its raw particularity and horror, what theo-
rist Slavoj Zizek has named the "eruption 
of the real," or the forceful entry into the 
terms and expectations of our experience 
of exactly what the terms of our experi-
ence cannot signify and, 
As such, I would argue that the real 
power in this performance lies not so 
much in the audience realizing that they 
have been had, but rather in that they, 
and the space around them, had unwill-
ingly and unwittingly participated in a fab-
rication, which calls into question the very 
"reality" of that space to begin with. This, 
I think, is quite an accomplishment. 
I would go so far as to say, 
indeed, that what the logic of the seizure 
performance reveals is a theory of art, or. 
body enjoyed it, even if the more boring 
among us complained that it was hardly a 
valid use of TLS money to enrich the com-
munity. The difference is, I believe, that 
first of all, the notion of sending a rusted 
car into orbit implicitly calls itself into 
question as "real," while a seizure does 
not. As such we can safely participate in 
it, because we always know that it is a 
performance. The enjoyment derived 
from the Bard Space Program, then, is 
not so much generated by its poetic 
reconfiguration of the exist-
as such. what we do not 
expect. 
And only then 
comes the second rup-
ture - the underscoring of 
the seizure as false -
which leaves us in such a 
state of bewilderment 
and anger that all we can 
do is scream and spit, 
and maybe throw punch-
No one ever appreciates a 
reconfiguration of their 
symbo~ic configuration. 
ing symbolic protocol, but 
rather from the fact that 
they never called anyone's 
bluff, and carried the ridicu-
lous concept straight to its 
logical end, so that we 
could all hang out at the 
field behind Robbins and 
watch the car catch on fire. 
The seizure, on the other 
es. As I see 1t. the seizure performance 
has the effect of dissolving the distinction 
between a real space and a fictional, per-
tormat1ve space. by incorporating the 
"real" reactions triggered by it into the 
performance itself. In this sense, the 
clown procession only has the function of 
underscoring the fictionality of the 
seizur~ The creativity of the costumes or 
of the little rituals they conduct over the 
flopping body are only relevant inasmuch 
as they illustrate the seizure to be false. 
more specifically - a theory of poetics and 
meaning. What is "poetry"" but an event 
that takes a preexisting protocol for dis-
tributing meaning in a text and violently, 
or at least radically, re-configures it? 
This, I think, is exactly what happened in 
Kline. One could compare this instance 
with, for instance, the Bard Space 
Program, where we similarly have a disin-
tegration between real spaces and fiction-
al ones, but where it is not so nearly 
offensive and obnoxious. Most every-
hand, was not particularly 
interesting as a performance, and, for 
that matter did not have much entertain-
ment value. 
No one ever appreciates a 
reconfiguration of their symbolic configu-
ration. But, then again {not to compare a 
stunt pulled off in Kline to the works of 
any great twentieth century artists), no 
one appreciated the absinthe drinking 
Surrealists, Cubists, or modernists either, 
except for people equally offensive. 
Time Io Be Proactive: N ovv 
... continued from page 15 ... As 
Mumia 
Abu-Jamal, a political prisoner who 1s a 
member of the organization MOVE and a 
former Black Panther, writes. "People say 
they don't care about politics; they're not 
involved or don't want to get involved, but 
they are. Their involvement just masquer-
ades as indifference or inattention. It is 
the silent acquiescence of the millions 
that supports the system. When you 
don't oppose a system, your silence 
becomes approval. for 1t does nothing to 
interrupt the system .... Many people say 
it's insane to resist the system, but actu-
ally, 1t is insane not to." Where were the 
rest of our peers on Saturday? Where 
were the rest of our professors? It is time 
we all reevaluated our priorities and real-
ize something needs to change. During 
UWJiWJ•l@•I•lel 
... continued from page 15 ... 
need to be explained and informed, no 
matter which one is "right." 
So there is a strange quality 
the Vietnam anti-war movement students 
and their faculty were leading the 
demonstrations, not just attending them. 
Students were more than a presence; 
they were a force. 
Depending upon one's position 
students here should be asking them-
selves one of two questions. If you funda-
mentally disagree with the war and were 
not at the demonstration the question is 
"Why not?" Those of us who were at 
demonstration should be asking our-
selves "Where were our peers and pro-
fessors and why didn't we do more to 
encourage their presence?" If we want to 
change anything we ·must first look at 
ourselves. 
Why is there such a distinction 
between students who attend demon-
strations and students who don't? Those 
about our freedom of speech that, to me, 
makes that liberty situational. What 
should or shouldn't we say? This dilemma 
is why I would rather people be able to 
desensitize themselves to anything "offen-
sive." But, obviously, that is an i~possible 
of us who attend protests, rallies, and 
marches frequently forget that it is intimi-
dating to do so if one has never done so 
before. Becoming politically active at this 
school is harder than it should be 
because we have constructed too many 
barriers. We, as a whole, need to do al1 
we can to resolve these divisions 
between protestors and non-protestors. 
There are a variety of ways to get 
involved and a variety of levels on which 
one can do it. Let's take a step in right 
direction. Break the social barriers that 
cause social and political inactivity. 
Some of us chose to make revo-
1 ution the focus of our lives, for others it 
is nothing more than a Saturday after-
noon commitment. By living here, we are 
all implicated in Bush's war for oil. Let's 
do something to stop it. 
easy way out. People shoulq always be 
able to express their opinions, no matter 
how radical they are. But those views 
should always be backed up with reason, 
instead of a blind pursuit to offend others 
or the desire for shock value. 
November 4, 2002 
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts, 
i've fallen heavily for a girl, but she's got 
a bf who she likes very very much and I 
sorta dont want to see her hurt if they 
broke up, she's sorta like a great friend I 
confidant for me and I dont know what to 
do, no other girl i know compares to her. 
sincerely, 
he who's loving ms. taken 
Dear he who's loving ms. taken, 
You can't always have what you want. 
Its obvious this girl is taken, and not 
gonna be free· any time too soon, so if I 
were you I would ask miss "confidant" 
for a referral on one of her pals. if she 
is such a "great friend" she will help 
you find someone who does compare 
to her and possibly even goes beyond. 
Dear Miss LonelyHearts, 
My roommate never baths. He hasn't 
taken a shower In the past two months. 
Our room Is disgusting, I can 't handle it 
anymore. He doesn't wash his cloths, 
but wears them over and over again. 
How can I tell him that he needs to wash. 
Help. 
-Mr. Clean 
Dear Mr. Clean 
Perhaps you can leave subtle hints \o 
your roommate. For example, give him 
a bar of soap as a present. a little 
something you picked up for him on 
your day out. Or a set of shampoo 
and conditioner (if you are feeling 
extravagant) to brighten his day. If he 
doesn't get it than you can have a 
phone conversation about hygiene with 
a friend while he is in the room. Make 
sure to drop big hints like, "I know I just 
don't get how anyone could go without 
a shower for that long, I would feel 
over burdened and stressed by the 
build up of the dirt" and •1 just wouldn't 
be able to socialize with the clogged 
up filth not bathing would cause". If 
that doesn't work you could ask him to 
shower with you, .. . that could be what 
he was waiting for. It might be your 
only way for a cleaner tomorrow. 
-Miss Lonely Hearts 
DearMisslonelyhearts 
@hotmail.com 
BASEBALL by Franco Bulaon Yo! Sports is cool man! 
who's neighbor is the mascot Mr. Met 
"Baseball is Life" Winning, losing, the pressure, the competition, the performance, the streaks, the heartbreak, the joy, the extra 
innings, the tears, the sweat, the spectators, the teamwork, the comradery, and basically everything in life is like baseball. 
If the Mets played the Angels, they would have won. They're the best team in baseball, and even though this year they finished in 
last place and had their manager fired, they should have been in the World Series playing the Angels. Instead it was the San 
Francisco Giants and they ended up losing. I'm not a Giants fan, but I loved watching Barry Bonds hit long homeruns. It was actu-
ally kind of sad to see him lose and not win a championship ring. It reminded me of the days in the NBA when Charles Barkley and 
Patnck Ewing kept losing to the Bulls and never had a chance to win it all. Barr_• Bonds might fall into the same category. Even 
though Bonds is really old at 38, has a few more years in him, is in the best sha )e of his life and has really big muscles to prove it, 
there 1s no way Bonds and the Giants will get to the World Series again because the Mets are too good to let that happen. The 
Mets even have a new manager; some guy named Art Howe. They're going to beat everyone next year. Bonds was awesome 
though during this world series, hitting lots of homeruns and getting a lot of walks. I remember back in '92 when I was eleven, the 
Mets could have gotten Bonds, but instead they chose Bobby Bonilla, Bond's teammate on the Pittsburg Pirates. At the time, that 
seemed like a good decision by the Mets ..... but it ended up to suck. The Mets ended up trading Bonilla for a so-called '5 tool play-
er" in Alex Ochoa a few years later and he ended up sucking even more. I was really mad when that happened. I ren:iember all 
this because I saw Alex Ochoa on the Angels in this series, and it brought back bad memories. Boy, does he stink! Anyways, for-
mer Met Jeff Kent hit some homeruns during the series and the pitcher who pitched game 7 for the Angels, John Lackey, was real 
ugly. He was a cross between Sloth from the Goonies and Gary Busey or Steve Buschemy or one of those guys. Another former 
Met, ShinJo struck out with the game on the line in the 9th inning of game 7 and it made me real mad. What also made me mad 
were the Angel fans. They sucked. They all wore red and had lots of monkeys. I don't know why. It was real stupid. I didn't get to 
watch all the games so I can only talk about the things I remember, like that ugly pitcher who looks like Steve Buschemy, or Livan 
Hernandez stinking it up once again for the Giants. I don't like the Giants or the Angels, but they did make an exciting World 
Senes. Actually, I do like the Angels because they beat the Yankees in the first round. I was so happy when that happened. GO 
METS. 
By the way, I am realizing by my reactions to watching the games, that I am becoming more and more like my father, Fernando 
Bulaon. Sr. He gets real mad and says everything sucks when his team loses because he's cool. GO METS! 
Mmmmmmm ... Darryl Strawberry with chocolate sauce ... .. mmmmmm Mike Piazza .... 
KEEP PUNCHING WITH SEAN SULLIVAN 
John Franco ... a great Met 
SJ1X11ii@ 
I guess I'll first start off by informing you, the public, about the recent Tyson siting at the latest major fight last Saturday night: Featherweight Championship: Marco 
Antonio Barrera (the first man to defeat the Prince, Naseem Hamed, and essentially put an end to his career) vs. Johnny 'Mi Vida Loca' Tapia, a helluva tough pug from 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The HBO cameras started showing Tyson in the audience smiling, clowning around, and laughing, with Iron Mike unaware of their presence, so his 
demeanor was definitely genuine. This was nice to see, Tyson enjoying himself for a change, amongst all the chaos that surrounds his life from time to time. George Foreman 
commented that he can't wait to see Tyson fight again, which he will most likely in February against Clifford Etienne. 
As for the fight itself, it went according to script; the bigger and better man, Barrera, beat the smaller older man, Tapia. Both of these fighters have been in the game 
for many years and have had plenty of successes in their careers. However, right now, Barrera is in top-form and atop the Featherweight division as king, whereas Johnny Tapia 
has been on the downslide as of late, despite winning a title belt in his previous performance aga inst durable Manuel Medina. Many observers fel t Johnny was given a gift deci-
sion in that fight, however. Ta pia, though, throughout the whole fight aga inst Barrera , showed his mettle and tremendous heart and had some favoring moments, especially in 
the sixth round when he pinned Barrera aga inst the ropes and landed many effective body shots. In one sense, this fight, for Barrera, was more than just affi rming his status as 
king, it was about revenge. Back in 1997, Johnny Tapia fought and knocked out Barrera 's little brother inside three rounds. 17 
However, there was no real animosity as both fighters had and showed much respect for one another, unlike the nasty feud Barrera has going with fellow Mexican featherweight 
and nemesis, Erik Morales. The two have fought twice splitting a victory a-piece. Erik Morales has an equally important fight coming up on November 16th on PPV against 
another Tapia conqueror, Paulie Ayala. Tapia and Ayala got together to produce the fight of the year in 1999, in the fi rst of their two memorable battles. Barrera is said to be in 
line for the winner of the Morales-Ayala fight. If the victor is Morales, that would set up the rubbermatch to a fantastic rivalry of which held the fight of the year in 2000. In fact, 
of all the fights that I do own, all 1083 of them, the first Barrera-Morales fight happens to be one of my favorites, in that it contains excit ing nonstop action from beginning to 
end. so any y'all want to come check it out, just ask. It's worth it. 
Ah, and coming November 23rd in Atlantic City, is the rematch to possibly this year's fight of the year between Arturo Gatti and Mickey Ward , two of the toughest fighters to 
come by in years. These two have proven themselves a thousand times over with an insurmountable number of breathtaking fights. The commentators of their first fight were 
so enamored by the display of heart, guts, and action between Gatti and Ward, that it caused them to say it was possibly the greatest fight of all time. Now, that is a big compli-
ment! Like the wise Big Pun once said, "Dead in the middle of Little Italy little did we know that we riddled some middleman who didn't do diddily." Take that as you may. 
!DRENCHED By Riaan Oppelt I 
There's not much to "write home about" concerning the Bard rugby 
team's away game against Hofstra University.It was approaching the end 
of a very rainy weekend and the wet Hofstra field was unkind to both 
teams. 
The match was riddled with errors.the basics of rugby almost entirely 
lost in limping performances by the two teams.Rain was a factor but 
the mistakes both sides made were unnecessary and awful.Especially 
Hofstra.supposedly a more united,seasoned team than Bard,made 
themselves guilty of not always knowing the fundamental laws of the 
game and God only knows how they got away with it. 
Unllke Seton Hall the previous week.Hofstra did not focus on bullying 
rugby but they didn't focus on strategy either-they were too busy 
trying to recover from their own constant mistakes.Again.the 
inexperience of the Bard side was a problem and f:lofstra especially 
targeted the insecure backline with great success.The Bard wingers and 
fullback were regularly hit with high balls that were not controlled 
and this was the way Hofstra gained territory and scored points most 
of the time as they were too incohesive to launch decent running 
attacks.A lack of cohesion.of course.cost Bard more dearly and while 
the momentum of penalties and free kicks should have helped the 
visitors.this was not the case. 
A few stellar attacking movements were constructed by Bard but poor 
finishing and slow support-play almost regularly put an end to a 
promising situation and this put the visitors on the defensive.In ~hat 
department though.outside center Geoffrey Wilson was a 
revelation.nailing nearly every Hofstra ball-<:arrier with an 
animalistic ferocity no matter what the size of his "prey".Like 
vice-<:aptain Ethan Johnson(in this game moved from hooker to eighth 
man)Geoffrey was intent on stamping his authority on the match. 
This was by no means a good game of rugby.The women's rugby match that 
took place before the Hofstra-Bard clash was technically superior.more 
fluent and even looked more like rugby than what followed it.The main 
event was a wash-out. 
BARD TEAM REC 
Women's Soccer: 7-10 (HVWAC 3-1) 
Men's Soccer: 12-3 (HVMAC 3-0) HVMAC Conference Champions! 
( ... and the rest, as of Friday, October 25th) 
Women's Tennis: 9-4 (HVWAC 5-1) 
Women's Volleyball : 6-12 (HVWAC 4-4) 
Men's CrossCountry: won Bard Invitational , 2nd in Vassar Invitational 
Women's CrossCountry: 2nd in Bard Invitational , 3rd in Southern 
Vermont Invitational 
**Basketball has recently started practicing** 
November 4 2002 
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!Conference champs! .By Jacqueline LaDuke I 
To start this off, I would like to address one question that was asked about my last article. "Why do I have the right to write an article on women's soccer, being that I'm not on 
the team anymore?" Let me take this opportunity to remind everyone of something we all learned in either elementary or middle school, which gives the authors of all of the articles in the 
Observer their right to write them. The bill of rights guarantees people the freedom of speech, and also the freedom of press. 
So with that out of the way, let me talk about what I'm really here for. Women's soccer. With the season having just completed, the overall record was 7-10. They got out of the 
black cloud of losing and ended up winning their conference after a three game winning streak. All three of these games were shut-outs and the best game was probably the game during 
reading week, against Medgar Evers College, in which the real goalie (Mara) was so bored because no balls were coming into Bard's half, that she switched out and played the field while 
a forward (Diana) put on Mara's clothes and went in goal. "Diana was floating in the clothes ... it was cute• said Val. _ 
Regarding attendance on the field, it is up! MaAy of the injuries have healed, although some have been reinjured again unfortunately. But all in all, people are back! A new girl , 
Chelsea, joined the team very late in the season, but the team was happy to have the new player and the enthusiasm. On the other hand, the team lost a valuable player, Ally, who 
IP'f~W&W*®~ki!'.l&.fm.~ ';~&!.1:m1.n.}~W.\!llJJ.1J ;W~,~~ ···'.~!& returned to her parents' home in Ohio because of family reasons. She still hasn't come back to Bard yet, and I 
wish her the best. Libby and Alison are still out with their torn ACLs, but have established quite a relationship 
with Ed, the trainer, who has been teaching them different exercises to strengthen their muscles. "We are all 
buddies now," Libby told me, after running into her on the path the other day. She seems to be enjoying the sea-
son and is always in good spirits, definitely what the team needs. 
And of course the team had a game after the drag race. Lots of people didn 't show up, some for mysterious 
reasons such as "I injured my knee" which we all know means "I got too drunk-last night. " But the trip to the 
game was an adventure. There were 2 lost cell phones, one of which was returned by the manager of a 
McDonald 's and the other by the Massachusetts state police who found it on the road. The game though was not 
the best, for obvious reasons. '. Michael Jackson" happened to play the whole game. ' Jasmine" played almost the 
whole game, but was elbowed in the face once by an opponent and then two minutes before the game ended, 
she had a breakaway and was going up the field when a defender appeared from nowhere and kicked her really 
hard on her broken toe. The girls on the opposing team were fast, but that's most likely an exaggeration because 
the Bard girls were probably slow after the crazy drag race. Another exciting event of that day was when all of the 
girls had to pile into one van with a miserable Jay driving them back to Bard. The girls were all singing, yelling, 
and annoying poor Jay, who already had lost his cell phone earlier in the day. 
The most recent news is that the girls won the conference tournament. Congratulations! The fan attendance at 
the game on Thursday, the semifinals, was pretty low, probably a total of 8 people there on and off. For some 
reason, they moved the benches to the other side of the field, which made it impossible to interview people dur-
ing the game. I pretty much overheard every onlooker be perplexed about the bench move. However, after the 
game, I did· talk to one of the players. I felt that the game was not too energized, and definitely not aggressive 
enough, but a good fair game of soccer as Bard won 4-2. However, the game on Saturday against Mt. St. Vincent 
made up for that. There were several yellow cards, which are always fun to see. Poor Crichton got grabbed by the throat and consequently punched the girl to tell her that she can't fuck 
with her. Both of them got yellow cards for their uninhibited tempers. Then, Anni, a defender (who by the way has a hell of a kick!) got punched in the ribs by "this little runty fat girl. " The 
girl got a yellow card for that as well, although she deserved a red one. The opposing team also kept calling Carrie a "fattie' and yet their team was full of real 'fatties." The source of all 
this name calling and fighting was the fact that Mt. St. Vincent was losing, and knew that they had no chance of winning the tournament. Bard won 2-0 with Carrie and Jess scoring goals. 
This soccer season turned out much better than expected with all of the Injuries. One thing I would like to have seen that was rumored to happen was a "masked man" (you know 
who you are!) run out of the woods in the middle of a game and score a goal. .. maybe next year! 
Congratulations to seniors Val Sullo and Mara Quintero on their last season! Good luck next year! 
Bard Olympia 
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BETTER FINISH By Riaan Oppelt 
By Dumaine Williams 
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In my last cover of the game between Bard and Hofstra,! mentioned a 
player who was intent on stamping his authority on the match.Before 
that I mentioned a player who sets an example his team-mates should 
follow.I didn't really want to close out a season by only having 
written about two guys in a fifteen-man team so thank God then.for the 
season finisher: Bard against lona,hosted by Bard College. 
Firstly, the Bard team lost.However.they fought and put in a 
performance as a solid unit-something which rarely happened in the 
three previous games.Players have started understanding each other and 
have improved their communication with their team-mates as well as 
their own individual performances.The four-game season,then,was not a 
waste of time. 
Iona were the typical macho-idiot rugby team,dependent on brute force 
and lots of nasty drooling.They gave away so many penalties that, if 
Bard had settled for kicks at goal, would have gifted the home team 
with a possible 15 free points.Bard wanted tries though and backed 
themselves to get them.This is a good sign.but hardly anyone would 
think that if they'd seen how Bard lost the ball to Iona virtually on 
the tryline and. watched the visitors take an attack upfield in a 
crucial moment in the first half.Personally,! feel a goalkick at the 
eighth minute would have given Bard momeritum that would've helped 
a lot. 
Still, what's done is done and we should focus on what Bard got out of 
the game.First up,Bard has a fullback.Matt,you had a nightmare debut 
in the number 15 jersey against Hofstra but this time you played with 
confidence and verve.Your catches were good and your tackling was even 
better in most cases.Geoffrey and Ethan again turned in inspiring 
showings in their positions and the forwards really took the game to 
the thick-headed visitors.In fact.everyone did better and the single 
greatest improvement was the consistency in the lineouts.This was very 
good to watch. 
The game Bard played was much better than previous efforts and the 
only real spoiler was Iona itself.The visitors were 
loud,unsportsmanlike and arrogant.only really looking for trouble.They 
ought to be put in their place next time.and if Bard builds on this 
performance that would be a certainty. 
Okay guys,your season's over and I hope you got something out of 
it.Keep working hard and lik~ I said before.the beer will be better 
after you win. 
CROWD COMMENTS: 
'Hey,quit trying to hump his leg!" 
"Number 5,you look like a penis with ears!" 
Incredible, really. 
Noveeember 4, 2002 
In efforts to boost school spirit and foster a greater sense of community, 
the first Bard Olympics took place on Friday, October 4th and Saturday, October 
5th. Students were organized in four teams based on where they live on campus. 
The teams were: TEAM 1- Village Dorms, TEAM 2- Cruger Village, TEAM 3- South 
Campus (Tewksbury, Old and New Toasters), TEAM 4- the rest of the dorms. There 
were 120 slots available for participation in ten events. The events were egg and 
spoon, thumb wars, soccer, lace tied race, foosball, ultimate frisbee, 
3 legged race, twister, tug of war, and hungry hippos. 
The events began after an extensive campaign to get participants. This 
campaign included Peer Counselors getting interested residents in their dorms to 
sign up for events. This was supplemented with tabling (and often times pleading) 
for participants in the Campus Center. Anyway, by the beginning of the festivities 
there were "athletes" signed up for most of the events. However, when time came 
for the Olympics there was a significant number of no-shows as many "athletes' 
failed to show up for their events. This upset many serious participants. Accord ing 
to freshman Max Zbiral-Teller (angered by the lack of respect displayed by those 
students who did not show up) "Bard students are pieces of shit for not showing 
up to their respective events.' 
Despite the significant number of missing athletes, those diehard partici-
pants who did show up provided lots of entertainment for the spectators. The 
memorable events include the Jami, Sharon; and Kirsten triplet demonstrating 
what it means to stretch in the twister _event. Another highlight came when the (not 
so amateurish, but very international) foosball team of Nikky, Reazur, Saiful and 
Nripesh slaughtered their opponents. Even though we had considerably good 
weather on the Olympic Weekend, there were disappointing turnouts for outdoor 
events, such as soccer and ultimate frisbee. 
At the end of the two-day Olympic event, the scores were tallied based on 
points allotted for the equivalent of gold, silver and bronze performances. The 
Village Dorms came out victorious with 84 points, with the South Campus team a 
close second, with 81 points. The eve-nts ended with an award ceremony where 
various prizes were given out. 
This event was only possible through the hard work of Saul Peterson and 
the rest of the Reslife staff. Thanks must also be given to Allen Josey, Kris Hall, 
David Shein, John Kelly and Steve, from the bookstore, for their help and generous 
donations. 
Horoscopes 
by ~adame Babarosky-Smith I 
To begin with, all my cosmic followers, I apologize 
for these rather off-the-mark and hasty horo-
scopes. I've had a stuffed head and it has inter-
fered with my ability to communicate with the 
stars. Although, they do tell me I'll be better by 
the next edition. 
Libra: September 22-0ctober 22 
A recent excursion has refreshed your perspective. This is a 
good thing; run with it in the same manner that men run 
with the bulls. 
Scorpio: October 23-November 21 
After much deliberation a certain someone has finally decid-
ed to try talking to you. Do not turn them away; the courage 
they possess and the resources they represent are worth a 
few awkward interactions. 
Sagittarius: November 22-December 21 
You have lost your mind. Soon your birthday will bring fur-
ther insanity or a prized moment of clarity. Be aware of tall 
men lurking in corners; you know not what they may carry. 
Capricorn: December 22-January 19 
Remember that fall day many years before you were over-
whelmed by the largesse of society and the smallness of 
your individuality? That overwhelming feeling always comes 
back to you when the leaves are falling. Don't let it own you; 
you got too much shit to do this year to get all introspective. 
Aquarius: January 20-February 17 
Make amends with those you have blown off in the past. 
Their feelings were hurt and the representation of your per-
sonality tarnished. This could be patched up with some 
well-placed apologies and perhaps a drink bought at the bar. 
Pisces: February 18-March 19 
No more swimming for you. The fishes have all gone South 
for the winter (no, it's not just birds). Hopefully your month 
of H20 left you wetted with new experiences and perhaps 
less of a floating head mentality. It's time to be serious, 
kind , and thoughtful in all aspects of life. Get your ground 
on. 
Aries: March 20-April 19 
I'm sorry to say it. I mean this, but I sense a strong feeling 
of decay in your future. In the form of out-right death or 
more likely in the destruction of something you value greatly. 
Taurus: April 20-May 19 
Expect two important phone calls in the first part of this 
month. Finances and unexplained absences will be sorted 
out, and happily I might add. The latter part of the month 
may be a bit of a bummer for you, but be aware that a phe-
nomenally great (as in good) upheaval is approaching you in 
the Christmas season. 
Gemini: May 20-June 20 
There is nothing I can tell you that will get you out of your 
Apostrophe: by Braden Lamb 
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current funk. So I am not going to try. 
Cancer: June 21- July 21 
Call your parents. The frame of your communications this 
month is incredibly ""eighty on your next couple of months. 
Guest horoscopes by Madame Ed: 
Leo: July 22-August 22 
There are few things in life that are planned. If only you 
would realize that and break some of the rules once in a 
while those you love would be really happy. Like the other 
day when I told you to stop listening to your mother because 
you are almost 22 years old, that would be just one exam-
ple. Also, don't let compliments go to your head. Think of it 
this way, half the things I tell you I don't even mean. This 
horoscope could be included in that...or it could be for real, 
you be the judge. I love you though. 
Virgo: August 23-September 21 
Though you are far away from your friends arid loved ones, 
in a place as remote as, say, Lithuania, your memory lives 
on. If you are feeling emotionally distant, or like you have no 
emotions, go visit the family cemetery to clear your head 
and warm your heart. You have a magnetic personality and 
are very resilient. Beware of the upcoming gubernatorial 
race, the outcome could effect you gravely. Always wear 
your safety belt. 
·-------------------~ 
Upcoming Old Gym, mPR, 
etc ... 
Novemt>e·.: ·-; 4iti · ~- · oowri· itie · · · · · · · ·: 
Road Cafe, 9pm. 
Monthly Coffeehouse: 
Guy Davis 
:He's got some Blind Willie McTell and some 
l Fats Waller, some Buddy Guy and some Taj 
;Mahal. He's a musician, composer, actor, 
;d irector, and writer. But most importantly, 
;Guy Davis is a bluesman. The blues perme-
;ates every corner of Davis' creativity and 
;shows in his dedication to bringing African 
;American stories, and his on original songs, 
;stories, and performance pieces to as many 
;ears as possible. 
. .................•••.•..........•••.••......•••••• 
~-------------------~ 
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Opinions Editor: Michael Marlin, Jr. 
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ADVENTURES IN BARDLAND by Emily Saut~r 
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Corrections/Comments for last issue 
The last issue of the Observer had several mistakes and errors 
that should be clarified. As our senior Editors were out of town, 
the burdensome fun of that issue's final layout fell to our more 
recent editorial acquisitions. While their effort is commendable, 
it proved to be a learning experience ... 
The article "Help Wanted: Director, Career 
Development' by Leila Brillson was unfortunately not edited 
before it was run, and we apologize to both Leila and Julia 
Rosenbaum. Despite the question marks in the article, Ms. 
Rosenbaum's name was spelled correctly and her title is 
Associate Dean of the College. Also, the story was written from 
an interview conducted and taped by the one and only M. Zubair 
Hossain. 
The 'News Briefs" were written by Anya Vostrova. Also 
her name was misspelled in the staff box. Apologies. 
In 'Bard Students Surveyed!" the True or False section 
didn't contain the full questions asked. They should have read: 
~,i~~t;t-N~ 
~ 
;V\O tl "\ ~f\ \,-
True or False: You have been high at least once since the 
semester began. True: 61% False 39%. You have had sex at 
least once since the semester began. True: 48% False: 52%. 
Factoid: 68% of the freshmen polled have NOT had sex this 
semester, whereas 58% of the juniors polled HAVE had sex this 
semester. You have talked to at least one of your parents this 
week. True: 84% False: 16%. 
The photograph accompanying "Oktoberfest Rocks 
Kline Backyard" and the photographs with "Second City Gets 
Stoned" were unaccredited. They were taken by Anya Rosenfeld . 
In the article "Album Reviews by Ben Robling and 
Andreas Costa" the name should be Andreis Costa not "Andreas 
Costa. " 
Certainly there are other errors, but these are the ones 
we could find . Feel free to let us know 1f you spot any in this or 
other issues. 
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Yoko Survives Assasination Attempt · 
by Joanna Fivelsdal, p. 3 
Eccentric artist gets Bard honorary degree (even if she did split up the 
Beatles) ... 
Drag Race Memories . .. by Tom Mattos, p. 5 
Thank God someone remembers ... 
The Very Important Trustees Meeting 
by Dumaine Williams, p. 6 
From the very top of the administrative ladder ... 
Abandon Abandon 
by Michael Morini, p. 5 
"Go pick your nose" instead of seeing this film, says critic Mr. Morini ... 
Author Interview: Stephen Chambers 
by Jacob Cottingham, p. 10 
21-year-old writing sensation speaks with Observer about second novel 
The Guy at Kline, SPECIAL PARENTS EDITION! p. 16 
See your Bard parents respond on the spot to a random question. Courtesy 
Michael Marlin, Jr. 
McCall VS. Aronowitz, p. 14 
by Monica Elkinton 
Do YOU know where you politcal candidates stand on important issues? 
Sports! pp. 17-18 
Keep Punching with Sean Sullivan, and two different Frances. 
Cover Photo: <Patrick Doyle> 
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